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Gugle Announces
Parents~ Weekend
Tentative Events

Plans for Fairfield U. Abroad
Considered-by Administration
By TOM KRAVIS

The Modern L~nguage department has announced that a
Fairfield
University
Abroad
Program is under consideration.
- Although plans are not yet finalized, the design will be modeled after the already operating
summer session of other Universities such as Stanford and
"-- Georgetown.
This summer, courses will be
offered In both advanced and
intermediate French. Rev. J'ames
Coughlin, S.~., Dean of F'airfield, has indica'ted that he

favors the idea of offering the
courses as a reguLar part of the
UniversHy's Summer School.
Thus, recognized credits would
be awarded.

By THOMAS COOK

John Gugle, president of the
sophomore class recently announced the tentative plans for
the first sophomore parents
weekend to be held November
17 and 18. The weekend, ac~
cording to Mr. Gugle, was re-quested by last year's senior
,parents' with the hope that the
parents of a class would have"
an opportunity to meet each
other before senior year. The
registration fee for the weekend will be ten dollars per parent. This will cover expenses
for all activities except m()tel
fees and the Saturday dinner.
An sophomores desiring to
bring dates to the weekend may
do so for the additional charge
of five dollars.
The agenda for the weekend,
although subject to possible future alterations, is the following: Saturday: Registration for
all parents and guests will
beg i n at 2:00 o'clock and
continue to 4:00.. During this
period there will be
tea held
in the Loyola' Lounge, where
the parents shall be given the
opportunity to meet -with variow, me~bers of the faculty..
From:4:30 to 6:00; cocktail
parties wiiI be held· at several
nearby motels. From 6:00 to 9:00
the parents will be expected 10
make their own arI'angements
for dinner. A listing of local
(Cont. Pg. 12, Cal 2)

Locations Considered
Two sites are being examined·
as possible locations. First,
Amiens, France, where the
newly-constructed Jesuit college
will accommodate about 30 male'
students. Because of its proximity to ~riS (llh hours by train),
it affords an opportunity for
one to experience the cultural
treasures of the capital on weekend excursions. Aside from athletic fields, the new college has
an Olympic-s i zed swimming
pool.
Photo by Pete Goss
FRESHMAN
The second campus, to accom- SEVERAL W1NTER CARNIVAL committee members pose for
modate 25 girl students, is in the STAG photographer. Seated is Don Cook, General Chairman
ELECTION
southwestern France. The pro- of the Carnival. Standing, from left to right: 'Phil PusaJeri, John
TOMORROW fessors will be native French- Cervini, Pat Hurley (Assistant General Chariman), Don Saccomen and there will be the usual manno and Dom Torrillo.
By STEVE O"NEILL
opportunities to travel and conTomorrow, Nov. 8th, elections tact Europeans.
select the Freshman class offiCosts, Applications
cers President, Vice-Pres.,
Secretary, and Treasurer. ElecParticipation in the program
tion booths will be outside the will be av'ailable a,t an economiLibrary in Canisius Hall from cal cost. Seven hundred dollars
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
will include tuition, room -and
C. Donald Cook, '63, General I' Masquerade Dance: Sun day,
Vying for each office are the board, some excursions, qnd a Chairman of the 1963 Winter Communion Breakfast and a
Carnival, has announced the Jazz Concert featuring "top
remaining two candidates who round-trip flight.
Preliminary inquiries should schedule of events for the name entertainment." An added
received a plurality in yesterbe addressed to Rev. Victor F. weekend which wiHtake place attraction of the weekend will
day's' primary.
Leeber, S.J., Chairman of the on February 1, 2, 3. They are as be the Queen's Contest~
The primary candidates were: Modern Languages Department. follows: F,riday, Formal Dance
Tohe Winter Carnival Weekend
President: Carl LoGalbo, Frank The Department's offices are in ·and a Midnight Skating Party: is sponsored by the Student
J. Stavish, Albert F.' Vestro, Gonza,ga Hall, first floor.
Saturday, Indoor Picnic and Council and is held on the
Claude N. Frechette, Edward - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - weekend immediately following
Della Bitta, James P. CahHl;
final eX'ams. Feb. 4, the day after
Vice-President: Martin Zaczkowthe Carnival, is the last day of CARDINAL KEY
ski, Vincent Testa, Brian J.
the' semester .weekend, thus
Tart, James McDonald, Vincent Nation~s
HOSTS THIRD
aff'Ording a day off after the
L'Esperance, Mark Davis; Sec·
festivities.
BLOOD B.4NK
retary: Pete Sztaba, Ed ShuStudies came to a swift halt attitude seem to be as follows.
Besides Don Cook there are
·grue, Charies Lapinski, Jeff on Monday evening, October 22, Close to 90%' of the students a total of twenty-two men parThe third annual Blood Bimk
Clutterbuck; Treasurer: Joseph when President Kennedy took polled approved of the' Presi- ticipating in the production of sponsore'd by the Cardinal Key
R. Tenney, Edward Schuck, to the air to announce the im- dent's action in imposing a "the liveliest weekend ever to Society will be held on Novem-'
Joseph Burke, Fred Barrett.
positiOn of an Arms blockade on'blockade, but over 75% said be presented at Fairfield." The bel' 13 at Loyola Cafeteria from
Notices of those candidates Cuba.·The students greeted the they would not be willing to .give committee men inolude: Assis,t-' 10:30 to 4:00. Pledge cards have
surviving yesterday's primary President's speech with serious up their college education' to ant General Chairman, Patrick been ,distributed and students
interest, Applause broke out fight in Cuba. Almos,t 85%' Hurley; Formal Dance, Gerry will be assigned times according
are posted on University bullewhen the President said the thought that the outcome of the McCarthy and Brian Dunn; to their free periods. The goal
tin boards. Fr~shmen are .urged
launching of, a nuclear missile crisis was a clear victory for the Queen's Contest, Bill Fagan and this year is Ilh banks or 225
by the Voting Committee to fafrom Cuba against any. nation United States, but only 20% Mike DeGennaro; SkatIng Party, pints. All students under 21
miliarize themselves with the
in the Western HemISphere thought a 'tough line' should be Bill Reidy and Dick Farrell; wishing to contribute must have
candidate's record and promises. would be met with retalia· the permanent policy of the
Indoor Pionic, Ron Reischer and a permit signed by their parents
, . . - - - - - - - - - - - -. . 1 tion against the Soviet Union, country.
or guardians.
John Giblin; Masquerade Party,
The Society w,m also sponsor
but the student~ cUspersed quiet·
A cross section
Freshmen Candidates pre- ly, discussing' the situation in are as follows:
of opinions Robert Hintelmann and Charles
the Sophomore Parents' Weeksent their platforms on pages small groups, after. the soeech
Jack O'Keeffe: "I approve Filippone; Communion Break- end on November 17 and 18.
was concluded.'
.
fast, phil Pusateri and John Registration will be held on
7 and 10 of this issue.
wholeheartedly of PreSIdent
n by K
I n response t C)-a po11 t a k e.,
(Cont. Pg. 6, Col. 4)
Saturday between 2:00 and 4:00
d '
t·
th
f
.
' g eneral student enne y s a.c lO~S
us ar m
th e STAG the__
p.m. in Campion Hall, after
________________
-..,._ _ the Cuban SItuatIon. Strong acwhich a tea will be served in
tion was demanded, and strong Lomax To Speak
Loyola Cafeteria. A 'cocktail
action was taken. This does not
party will follow from -4:30 to
mean the hard line should dom- At Bellarmine Lecture
6:00. At 9:30 the same evening
inate our foreign policy, as our
a combination dance and talent
more politically naive leaders On U.S. Segregation
show will be held. On Sunday
like Goldwater, seem to believe.
Mr. Louis E. Lomax, a negro the students and their parents
I would not, therefore, approve journalist, is scheduled to ap- will attend Mass at 9:45, after
of an American invasion of pear on campus on Thursday, which a communion breakfast
Cuba, for I believe only if revo- the 15th of November to discuss will be served. The guest speak,
lution comes about internally, his views on the "blistering" er will be Rev. J ames Coughlin
will America benefit."
topic of segregation.
S.J., Dean. The' drama club wi!:
Neil Cav~naugh: "President 'Mr. Lomax was born in Val- present a play in the afternoon,
Kennedy is' a right wing extrem~ dosta, Georgia, on August 16, thus ending the activities.for
isi.'"
1922. He attended Paine College the weekend.
'
Victor Urbanowicz: "The Pres- ill Augusta, Georgia, and was
ident's action was well consider- editor of the -school newspaper, 1...
-,
ed, decisive action which· was The Paineite.
CORNUCOPIA, ami x e r
badly needed. His action set
He did graduate wo'l"k at sponsored by the Sophomore'
Khrushchev back on his heels." American College, and served class, will be presented on NoDave Orintas: "The President's on the faculty of Georgia State vember 10, 1962.
action had to be taken. I don't College. He did further graduThe theme of the dance,
believe Khrushchev lost much, ate work at Yale University and which is the first social event
however. Cuba still remains in then became a. staff feature of the year sponsored by the
Russian hands. By promising to writer for the Chicago Ameri- Class of '65, is "based upon
remove his missiles; Khrushchev can.
the Thanksgiving festivities
made a clever move to save the
He is now a free lanCe writer which take place in the month
Russian arms in Cuba and to and in. addition to two books, of November," according to
maintain Russian control of that The Reluctant African and- The the president of the class.
country."
Negro Revolt, he has written
Girls from eight colleges
Tim Holley: President Ken- articles which have appeared in will attend.
nedy's firm and positive stand .Harper's, The New Republic,
Price of admission will be
only reaffirms the position Life -and other leading maga- $1.50-50c cheaper than the
,
Photo by Pete Goss which the Democratic Party zines. Mr. Lomax's appearance
average charge for a mixer
ASSEMBLED STUDENTS VIEW President Kennedy's Cuba Crisis takes against, Communism. This on campus will be sponsored by at Fairfield.
(Cont. Pg. 3, Col. 1)
the Bellarmine Lecture Guild. ' ...0:
address to the nation.
.

22 Students Assist in Planning
Winter Carnival Schedule

FU Student Opinion Behind
Firm Cuba Stand

While The President Spoke •••

a
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Dale McNulty
,In every age man has attempted to find Christ in his life.
Each activity has been seen in the context of Chris~'s participation in man's life. To find this participation requires an awareness of the fullest meaning of one's life. Activity, vitality, knowledge, emotion and an awareness of the limitations as well as
the wonders of the world are prerequisites. This is the scope of
possibility that exists in the mod~rn world for the layman. No
longer has the layman to deal with the Church as a separate
entity. The new era of joint fulfillment by the Church and layman is evolving from theory to actuality.
Considerable discussion has been heard recently on the
place of the layman in the Church. The preparation of th~ Vatican Council has prompted considerable comment on the responsibility of the layman to the Church and the need of the Church
for the layman.
It would seem from all this that the layman i.;; finally gaining
a place of importance after centuries of efliort in this direction.
This is completely misleading. The layman is the Church and
always has been. The layman has not always been working for
his place in the Church, however. The layman has permitted
himself to be dominated and moulded; has endorsed a passive,
non-commital attitude toward the Church. He has not always
been aware of his place in the Church.
PARTICIPATION AND AWARENESS
'I.1he aspects of this problem, participation and responsibility,
are now causing the shift of emphasis which has begun to place
importance on the layman as an integral part of the Church.
'In the modern context of secularism, agnosticism and international strife 'a strong Church is needed to counteract these problems for Man. A strong Church can only be achieved through
unity and cooperation of all its members.
Cooperation has been indicated by the Church and by active
lay groups. One need not cite the Unam Sanctam or the' Liturgical movement to realize this.
Unity is emphasized by the re-emergence of the doctrine of
the mystical body. All of the Christian community are part of
the strength and power of the Church. The cooperation of the
laity and . the priesthood is re-emphasized by the increasing role
of the layman in the affairs of the Church.
aUE'STION FOR THE LAYMAN
The problem would seem to have been solved. Certainly
the power and attractiveness of these concepts put into actuality
gives the Church renewed s't'rength and a modern immediacy.
However, the one postulate that is needed for all this is that the
'layman is ready, active and interes'ted in his spiritual and
intellectual life as well as his material gains. For too long the
world has felt the influence of the individualism of the Protestant
Reformation. Is the layman interested in cooperation and unity
when his training and thought has been geared to a personal,
intimate relation' between God and Man? Is the layman able to
see the virtue and need for community participation in both the
spiritUlaI and material life of the Church? Is the layman
interested?
.Perhaps the idea is that participation is achieved through
the PTA, the Parish ,Ushers' Guild and a contribution'to the
building fund. While these activities are necessary and worthwhile they completely overlook a more fundamental area of
participation. This is the layman's role in the spiritual li~e of
his parish and the Church. Vague glimmers of this spirit are
found in some parishes that foster community response to the
prayers of the Mass, permitting the layman an awareness of the
immediacy of the Mass and the nature and motivation of his
participation. This is now considered the elementary step of
the involvement of the layman in Church affairs.
What areas can the Church and the layman further investigate that would be of mutual benefit? 'Dhe intention of the
current Va,tican Council to explore the possibilities for increased
participation by the la:v.man is well known. The more important
problem is what the layman intendS, The opportunity has been
presented, what is the reaction to be?'

Mr. Robert O'Neil, a member
of the Fairfield University business department, will address
thf' Trumbull Li.ons Club November 8 at 6 p.m. in the Fairway r~st!l:urant.
Mr. O'Neil, an alumnus of
Fairfield University and N.Y.U.,
will discuss problems of small
businessmen. He is a member
of the University's Bureau of
Business Research which was
organized eaI1lier this year to
analyze business problems.

The
.Blup; 'Bird -Shop
Greeting Cards
Social Stationery
Crane's
and other fine papers
Engraving - Printing
Wedding Invitations
Announcements
V.isiting Cards
Attractive and
-Distinctive Gifts
Gift Wrappings and Service
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Institute of European Studies Accepting Applications
Limited Nunlber of Scholarships Available

WHETSTONE

Mr. O'Neil To Address
Trumbull Lions Club

STAG

Questions Sought
For TV Programs

Scholarship applications for
undergraduate study in Europe
during the academic year 19·6364 will be accepted by the Institute of European Studies beginning Thursday, Nov. 1
Seven scholarships are being
offered for study at the Institute's centers in Vienna, Paris,
and Freiburg, West Germany.
Included are three full scholarships which cover all basic costs
such as tuition, ,fees, field-s'tudy
trips, room, most meals, and
roUnd-trip ocean transportation
from the United States.
Each program ·embI1aces formal classes, lectures,- seminars
and field-study, and is ,designed
to fulfill usual course requirements at its 'academic level,
officials of the Institute said.
The programs in Vienna and
Paris are open to college sophomores and juniors, while the
Freiburg program is limited to
juniors.
A full scholarship valued at
$2.230 and partial scholarships
valued at $500 and $1,000 are
available for the Institute's program a't the University of
Vienna.
The program there combines
English-taught liberal arts and
general studies courses, intensive German language instruction, regular university courses
taught in German for those competent in that language, and
supplementary
lectures
and
seminars. Previous knowledge
of German is Dot required.
For its full program at the
University of Freiburg, the Institute is offering a full scholarship worth $2,125 and a partial
scholarship valued at $1,000. The
program stresses political science, German language study,
German philosophy and literature, and European history, with
all classes taught in German.
Scholarships offered for study
in P,aris include one covering
aU basic costs, equivalent to
$2,475, and a partial scholarship
valued at $500. Intended for superior students, the program
encompasses liberal arts and
general studies combined with
opportunities for independent
study at the University of Paris
and other institutes of higher
learning in Paris.
The Institute's announcement
said scholarships will be grant-

HAVE A DATE?
,Take Her Bowling
at

I

Best Wishes

CITY SAVINGS
BANK

WESTPORT LANES
1460 Post Rd.

Westport

Bowling Daily 'iii 6 P.M.
Saturdays Be Sundays All Day

Fairfield Office
1997 Black Rock Turnpike
Member F.D.I.C.

Home of Fairfield U's
Intramural Bowling League

will sail for Europe late in August, followed in mid-September
by those bound for the Freiburg
program.
The Institute, a nonprofit organization described as the
largest institution conducting
foreign study programs, is currently accepting non-scholarship
applica'tions for its spring semester, 1963, programs at the
universities of Vienna and Freiburg. The application deadline
for those programs is Dec. 10,
with sailings scheduled for early
February. .

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

GLOOM AT THE TOP
Ob, s~, you've been busy, what with going to classes, doing
your homework, catching night crawlers, getting marriedbut can't you pause for just a moment and give thought to that
dear, dedicated, lonely man in the big white house on the hill?
I refer, of course, to the Prexy.
(It is .interesting to note here that college presidents are always called "Prexy." Similarly, trustees are called "Trixie."
Associate.professors are called "Axy-Pixy." Bursars are called
"Foxy-Woxy." Students are called "Algae.")
But I digress. We were speaking of the Prexy, a personage at
once august and pathetic. Why pathetic? Well sir, consider how
Prexy spends his days. He is busy, busy, busy. He talks to
deans, he talks to professors, he talks to trusteees he talks to
alumni. In fact, he talks to everybody except th~ one group
who could lift his heart and rally his spirits. I mean, of course,
the appealingest, endearingest, winsomest group in the entire
college-you, the students.
It is the Prexy's sad fate to be forever a stranger to your
laughing, golden selves. He can only gaze wistfully out the
window of his big white house on the hill and watch you at your
games and sports and yearn with all his tormented heart to bask
in your warm'th. But how? It would hardly be fitting for Prexy
to appear one day at the Union, clad in an old rowing blazer
and cry gaily, "Heigh-ho, chaps! Who's for sculling?"
,

THE ACE OF SPADES • • •
. is, fDr sDme, the bearer of evil
and sinister tidings. There is another
card fn the deck, however, which is
capable of bringing about events far
more heinous, far more terrifying than
those superstitious about the Ace ''If
Spades could ever imagine. The card
i's the Queen of Diamonds. Its significance, the evil that it bears, for
one man, for an entire country, f·or
all of humanity, are revealed in a
shpcking and suspenseful motion pic. ture, "THE. MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE."
WhD is the Manchurian Candidate?
What does the Queen of Di'amonds
mean?
You will discover. the answer, and you
will never be able to forget them,
when you see "THE MANCHURIAIN
CANDIDATE at the

'Student questions are being
sought by two Yale figures now
being featured in a half-hour
.
COUNTY CINEMA
show, "The Opinionated Man,"
120 'King's Highway, Fairfield
every Sunday afternoon at 1:00
EDison 4-1411
p.m. on· WNHC-TV, Channel 8
- New Haven.
Each Sunday a different distinguished guest appears. Each
question used brings the student
a recent goOd paperback from
the Yale Coop Bookshop.
Qdestions may be· on any sub12 Reef Rd.. Fairfield, Conn.
ject, serious or humorous. They I·'~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~-;;;;;~~~~~~~;;~~
should be sent to:
Ii
Dick Banks
'''The Opinionated Man"
WNHC~TV - CHANNEL 8
135 College Street
New Haven 10, Connecticut

We invite you to use any of
our many services.

ed on the basis of academic
achievement, financial need, and
recommendation by the applicant's "home" college or university. Applicants must be
aged 18 to 24 and unmarried.
Completed applications must
be submitted no later than Feb.
15, 1963. Forms and descriptive
literature are available from
the Institute 'of European Studies, 35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill.
'
Awards will be announced
about May 1, 1963. Enrollees
bound for Paris and Vienna

I

No, friends, Prexy can't get to you. It is up to you to get to
him. CaR on him at home. Just drop in unannounced. He will
naturally be a little shy at first, so you must put him at his
ease. Shout, "Howdy-doody, sir! I have come to bring a little
sunshine into your drear and blighted life!" Then yank his
necktie out of his v.est and scamper goatlike around him until
he is laughingmerrily along with you.
Then hand him a package1l,nd say, "A little gift for you, sir."
"For me?" he will say, lowering his lids. "You shouldn't
have."
.
"Yes, I should," you will say, "because this package is
a carton of Marlboro Cigarettes, and whenever I think of
Marlboro, I think of you."
"Why, hey?" he will say curiously.
"Because Marlboros have taste, and so do you," you will
reply.
.
"Aw, goon," lie will say, blushing furiously.
"It's true," you will say.. "Moreover, Marlboro has a lUter,
and so do you."
"In my swimming pool, you mean," he will say.
"Yes," you will say. "Moreover, Marlboro has a soft pack,
and so do you."
"My limp leather brief case, you mean," he will say.
"Yes/' you will say•. "Moreover, the Marlboro box baS a
flip-top,·and so do you."
.
"But I don't have a Hip-top," he will say.
"But you will," you will say. "Just light a Marlboro, and
taste that tasty taste, and you will surely flip your top."
Well sir, you will have many a good chuckle about that; you·
may be sure. Then you will say, "Goodbye, sir, I will return
soon again to brighten your lorn and desperate life."
"Please do," he will say. "But next time, if you can possibly
mana.ge it, try not to come at four in the morning."
@ 1962 Max SbullllOlD

•

•

•

Prexy and undergrad, male and female, late and soon, fair
weather and foul-all times and climes and conditions are
right for Marlboro, the filter cigarette with the unfi.ltered
tate.
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Weekly Still Tentative,
Editors Undecide,d

Int'n't Awareness
Is Sodality Theme

By Edward Schuck
International Awareness is
problem," Moore stated. The the theme for the Sodality of
Editorial Board, encompassing Our Lady of Fairfield during the
all the basic processes of the 1962-63 year. This is the first
newspaper, will decide finally time that the Sodality has inat its next meeting. Following corporated a theme as the basis
this decision.. the matter will of its work.
There are three aims to this
go to the Editor's meeting. The
announcement of the voting theme: (1) sanctification of self;
will be published in the Novem- (2) sanctification of others; and
(3) defense of the Church. These
ber 21st )..;sue.
themes will be implemented by
Trip to Holy Cross. B.C.
a personal awareness of the
Moore went to Holy Cross on Mystical Body and all its impliFriday, October 19,th to speak cations. The various committees
with the editors of the CRJU- of the Sodality will be required
SADER. The following Sunday to do as much work as possible
he spoke with one of the co- for his theme as a focus for
Editors of .the HE'IGHrrS, the their regular duties.
Boston College weekly. "The
There will be two off campus
representatives of both publi- groups, "apostolates", who s e
cations thought that the STAG work will deal with internaPhoto by Pete Goss
could make the change-over. tional students and the Puerto
THE PRESIDENT SPEAKS on the Cuban situation as a draftBut the major differences be- Rican youth in Bridgegort.
fearing group of seniors pays strict alttentionto the "big eye."
tween the two older schools and
The Sodality will also try to
The scene is Campion Hall TV lounge which was filled to capacity
Fairfield are essentially the rea- give its members a thorough
for ~is tense moment.
sons for the two papers' weekly foundation regarding the En<€>~-'----------------------------publication. Both B.C. and Holy cylicals, particularly the social
Cross have more than a thou- Encyclicals and those dealing
Interviews
sHnd students on-campus - this with the Mystical Body and
(Cont. from Page 1. Col. 3)
is a huge reservoir of talent for the Liturgy. In addition to these
any activity. And this number Papal works the Sodality will
is the first time that Russia has
on-campus supports the second read and discuss books written
backed down since she developfactor of a plethora of establish- about the laymen such as
ed the atomic bomb, and we
Fairfield University's Alumni third dormitory on campus, will ed extra-curriculars to provide
have President Kennedy to Association has set its annual also feature the evening's pro- newsworthy events for the paper "Emerging Laymen," by Donthank for it."
. awards banquet for November gram.
ald Thorman.
to publicize. Fairfield lacks these
A report on the progress of two elements - we have about
Edward Brennan: "Whether 24 at 6:30 p.m. in Loyola Hall,
or not the President was tardy according to Leonard S. Pao- the second Annual Alumni Fund six hundred on-campus of
is expected to be made. The which almost half are Fresh- Schedule Announced
in his action, is not the ques- letta, alumni president.
tion. The fact is that the United
Mr. Paoletta has appointed Fund began (Thursday, Nov. 1) men. Of·all the clubs and groups For Teacher Exams
States has indeed tasted the Robert Killen of Wallingford as under the direction of State few can guarantee front page
The National Teacher Examsweetness of renewed prestige the banquet chairman. He is Senator John J. Relihan.
The graduates hope to surpass news years after year.
a.nd new found propaganda. chairman of the Mathematics
inations, prepa'red and adminThis is not meant to be a istered annually by Educational·
Only the President can decide DEpartment of Notre Dame H1gh last year's initial effort of 71
per cent participation and diatribe: we are new and both Testing Service, will be .given
if further action is necessary. School in West Haven.
Through the vast amount of inHighlighting the event will be $37,000 in contributions, Mr. factors need time." Declining to at more than 300 testing centers
specify his personal decision, throughout the United States on
formation which he has at his the presentation of awards to Relihan said.
the Editor opened the positive Saturday, February 16, 1963.
disposal, he is, by far, the best the alumni "Man of the Year" .
arguments: "Going· wee k 1Y
judge of the situation."
and the "Alumnus of the Year."
At the· one-day testing seswould guarantee available and sion a candidate mayo," take the
Frank J. Klecha: "I agreed The awards committee includes
campus-wide publicity for any Common· Examinations, which
with the President on a block- John J.McNamara,.'51, as chairactivity or program. More fre- incude tests in Professional In- .:
man,
Gerald
Sheehan,
'56,
and
ade of· Cuba. I disagree, howquent publication may~serve to formation, General C,l1lt\lre; Engever, with those Congressmen Robert Petrucelli, '54. Special
help qnify the school more. The lish Expression, and Nonverbal
who advocate an invasion of advisor is the Rev. George S.
challenge of publishing a re- Reasoning, as well as one or
Cuba. I can see no reason for Mahan, S.J., executive assistant
The Sociology Club, headed spected paper would be much two of thirteen Optional Examinvading Cuba at present, be- to the president of Fairfield
cause Russia would probably and coordinator of alumni this year by Bob Richardson, greater :han it is now because inations designed to demon'63, discussed tentative plans for
(Cont. on Page
Col. 3)
put pressure on other troubled activities.
(Cont. on Page 11. Col. l)
Mr. McNamara said the "Man thE' coming year during the past
areas. One of the most important results of he crisis was that of the Year" award is presented meeting. With the aid of the
President Kennedy rallied most annually to the alumnus who Club's new moderator, Mr. Gorof the free world behind him. has excelled in his profession or don Di Renzo, persons are now
Never in the past ten years, has has been outstanding in his ser- being contacted to speak on
South America concurred unani- vice to the community. Direct topics of interest, a new constimously with us. With our show assistance to the University is tuition is being dl'afted, and
of force, Mr. Kennedy has push- the basis for the "Alumnus of plans for the Civi,l Service and
ed so far as to make the Rus- the . Year" plaque.
the Connecticut and New York
B'anquet speakers will include State Social Worker exams to I
sians concede. Kennedy has
solved the problem without fir- the Very Rev. James E. Fitz- be held on campus are being
Gerald, S.J., Fairfield U. presiing a shot."
worked out with Mr. Tartaro.
OUR EXCLUSIVE BLAZERS
dent, and George Biasacca,
Michael Lawrence: "Yes, but" coach of th~ varsity basketball The club, for the first time in
is a sour-grapish expression team and newly appointed ath- its history, is also planning a
that nobody likes to use in a letic director at the University. social event to take place on
time of national crisis, when the
Tours. of Campion Hall, the Nov. 9.
The results of. a survey car- .
country is galy;anized in unity
ried out during the past semesbehind the President, so .to
The season's most
speak. The thing that conservater proved conclusively, a fad
.
appropriate
leisure
tives have been saying for weeks
which the club is attempting to
jacket ... ourown natuand months ought to happen,
cOllvey, that the study of Socihas happened: the President has
ology is not ex;clusively a preral shoulder wool
blockaded Cuba. Yes, but. . .
James P: White has been paration for becoming a social
flannel
blazer ... is a
"1. As of this writing the selected as General Chairman worker.
popular
item in our
The club which meets on the
blockade has been lifted for two of the 1963 Dogwood Festival,
first
and
third
Mondays
of
the
complete
stocks of
days, in sort of a conciliatory it was 'announced by James
bow to the U.N. Why? Is the Duquette, President of the Jun- month welcomes all new mem-·
clothing and furnishfirmness melting?
ior Class. This social event is bers who are interested in any
ings for students. In
"2. The blockade that was in- annually run by the Junior field of Sociology. To help those
choice of navY', olive or
Class.
new in Sociology courses, the
stituted has one big flaw that I
White served as assistant club has drawn up and dis:triblack. Good looking
can think of: in barring only chairman for this. year's highly buted a list of periodicals availand
authentic!
offensive weapons missiles successful Freshman orientation able in our library concerning
solely, it seems - we are mak.
committee, plals for the Stag the field of Sociology.
Sizes 35-44 ••. $40
ing a tacit admission that th,e baseball team and is an active
Communists have the right to member of the Education Club
Junior & Prep sizes
arm Latin America to the teeth, and the Bridgeport Area Club. Fr. Rooney Explains
in navy only.
provided only that they use no George McGinn and Lou LaSizes 6-12: $27.50
ICBMs. At a time when the
Encyclicals In Stamford
Sizes 13-20 : $32.50
tactic of guerilla warfare is Vecchia are serving as assistants
working so well for the Reds in to the Ge~eral .Chairman..
A Fairfield University i'a'cuHy
Asia, why let them prepare for . ~r. WhIte s.aId that the .m- member has been named to preit in our own hemisphere? For dIvId~al ~ommItte~s are holdmg sent a series of three lectures at
months, scattered newspape.r ac- orgamzatlOn meetI~gs and that I the Stamford Catholic Library
plans are progressmg very sat.
.
counts have reported that there . f t '1 M
f th
r· on the subJect of encyclIcals
are al~eady. Castroite guerillas ~~:r~o~~r~ils ~~eoalre~!;~~~~ starting November 27 and cono~eratmg . I? Guatemala and set up.
tinuing through Decembe·r 11.
NIcaragua, If!hese reports a~e
Mr. White also announced that
The Rev. Richard Rodney,
confirmed, what grounds WIlli thO
.,
.' t t '
k'
S.J., will feature the encyclical
·
f
t
'
?
IS
year
s
comml
ee
IS
ma
mg
"M
t
~ M'
". h'
w e b e a bl e t 0 c1aIm or ac IOn. definite arrangements for the' cr er.!!.t aglStra In IS lec"But despite all the sour Christmas gift package deal. tures. The talks will be open
In New York:
grapes, I support every act of This is a plan whereby, parents to the public.
. Fifth Avenue
Fifth Avenue
258 Broadway
firmness the President displays of students are encouraged to
Fa~her Rooney, an associate
·at 48th Street
at 41st Street
at Warren Street
toward the Communists. It has purchase tickets for the entire professor of theology at FairIn Boston: Tremont St. at Bromfield St.
long been obvious from his book weekend for their sons as a field, serves as a student counIn Washington: 14th & G Streets. N.W.
that the President understands Christmas gift. Letters explain- selor. Prior to his appointment
courage; I sincerely hope he will ing the full details of this plan to the University, he was On
continue in his new-found abil- will be sent to parents in the the editorial board of Catholic
j very near ·future.
ity to use it."
publications in St. Louis, Mo.
"The decision to definitely go
weekly is still undecided despite theannouncemeDit published on May 18, 1962," according
to James C. Moore, '64, STAG
Editor-in-Chief.
"The Editors have and are
continuing to consider the decision. The value of the announcement last semester now
soley rests in the serious, sincere evaluation of the feasibility
and wisdom of the chan,geover. Without last May's decision, we would not have gone
to the lengths we have in investigating and researching opinion
and fact about the' process and
effect of weekly publication."
Academics Major. Question
The Editor reiterated his concern over the effect of going
weeldy on the marks and study
habits of the staff. "Even with
a bi-weekly this is a major

FU Alumni Assoc. Presents
Awards At Nov. 24 Banquet

Sociology Club
Has Mr. DiRenzo
As Moderator ".

n.

[iJ
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DOGWOOD
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Editorial Conlmentary:

·Political Illiterates II
The STAG commentaJI"Y, Politiimpli~ the political dluhs were ;getting out the
vote. We did wr1te that the second responsilbiJli,ty, to educate 'tthe
. voter, was neglected.
.
BuMic Affairs Clrtiib president,
E. Michael Lawrence, '63, wr.ites
of one CUTrent eXiample fuHillmg
~hiiS responsibility the Interracial CoUncil panel on October
30~h. The STAG alIso e:lreepted
the point by noting last· semester's Buckley-KeneaJl.y debate.
The chalrge of "pa,rtd'al failure"
still stands. The contempomy
domestic upToairs over integration
aided both eX'amples' success.
But. Vrlban Affarirs, (a national
issue which iiS more-closely related to a majOl'rl:t'Y of Fairfield's
students than .integration.);
..
cal Illiterates.

Transportation; Medicare;
Labor-Management Relations
and the present l'aws affecting
them;
.'
AJid to Latin America and the
Alliance for Proglress;
The P~ace Corps, Papal Volunteers, Aid for Internationa'l Development;
are some of the issues 'and programs about which: the University's students are uninformed

and, for the majority, unconcerned unless the issue builds to the
oomparable peflil'OUs immediacy
of a Ouban blockiade.
And, as tJhe last editorial said
in other words; ;the·students alre
smug in their. reLigion, their pat·
phiiloS'ophy, 1Jhek near-s cor e
oredit-ihOUlI" oUTI'1irculum, their ignorance of perils they .cannot
imagine because, their mind ,has
few rea~istic faJCts f.rom whicih the
imagination can work.
Flrom this si,tuation,tihlis newspaper turns to the partisan, bipartisan and inon~partisan clubs
concerned with aivic afliairs since
this educational task is thek obligation. 'I1his paper has, and wiU,
'cooperate wrl:tJh the fulfillment of
this work.
'I1he STAG agrr-ees with Michael Lawrence's letter that getting
the voter to the polls is difficult
(to say the'least), but getting the
v,oter interested, 'informed and
thinking about the issues is just
as exhausting. The telephoning,
electioneeI'1iIllg, han d - shaking
aspects of politics are traditionai
and attraotive, but the drawnout planning of the means and
content of educating the demo..
oratic must not remain latent.

- by JeD· Clutterbuck

.Is Patriotism to Wane Again?
To some, patriotism has been a we didn't want to shuw off or be
proud thinJg, to othetrs it has been accused of being flag wavers.
As of this WTiiing, it appealI"s
a strange 1Jhing,to still others, it
has been someth[ng to fi'ght for, as ~f the "CU'ban Crisis" will be
whrlie in OUT day, it ihas mainly resolved and we will begin the
become something for extremists slow march back from the brink.
to claim the other extreme didn't
Thinking of :this, .we wonder
have.
what wiH happen to tJhJis renewOn the twenty-second of Oc- ed patriotism. WiH the radio
tober, however, patciotism came stations put the ma'OOhes back on
into its own onlGe more.· Radio "fueir _S':helrv€s?· WH'1 the flags' be
stations played mHitary.maroh- fuTied andpush.ed' to the back of
es, speakers'and televi'sion M.C.'s the closet?
asked for God's blessing on the
More importantly, we wonder
President and the government. what' will ,become of 1Jhe spirit of
Flags appeared and people seemed" once more unJited In their patriotism. Wdll it, too, ,be .put
,away' until the next CI'1iSi'S,? W;illl
pride to be American.
For the last several years, it patriotism. be returned to the exhas not been very popul'ar to be tremists for their safe keeping
patriotic. It was not that we or will aU of us adopt some of it?,
weren't patriotic, we were, but We hope for the latter.

CONCERNING LECTURE CROWDS,
Berea, O. - (J.P.) Weekly assembly
for the purposes of commll!1icating
programs have been discontinued at
with the student body-in 'face-to-face
Baldwin-Wallace C.ollege. A new SYS-situatioii,'and for traditional ~nd' estem 'has been substituted whereby·-stu~·-.
. .
dents will rec~ive one·noui· of college
sentIal convocations,
. .
.credit p-er.....y ear for attending a variety
No longer will a special assembly
-of. out-of-class academic and cultural
or cultural events committee be inevents..The total ho~rs requiredf?r volved in programming. -Individual degradu.atIon of day seSSIon students WIll
pa,rtments and divisions or special' combe raIsed from 186 to 190~
..
'mittees of the college will assume reDuring each quarter, students will
sponsibility for securing speakers and
be required to attend ten events, chosen
arranging events for the intended acafrom at least five of the following
demic and cultural programs. As this
seven broad areas: music,· art, drama,
new system will involve the earning
general humanities, religion, science,
of college credit, its cost will be inand social science. There will also be
cluded as a part .of the stUdent tuition
two required assemblies per quarter fees.
..

.SOUTHERN THINKING
For just a minute forget the issue of
segregation and discrimination and
think about how this is going to affect
the everyday life of Ole Miss students.
If they don't lose all the efforts which
some may have spent up to three years
earning with the loss of accreditation
(the Mississippi school system's accreditation has been jeopardized by
Gov. Barnett's interference in academic
affairs), going to class every day will
be like an exercise period at a prison.
Who's to ,blame for this selfish offense
against all the' students at Ole Miss?
Ralph McGill, publisher of the Atlanta Constitution and long-time progressive thinker and leader of Georgie.
in the integration problems, soundly
railed the "power structure" of both
Mississippi. and Al:abama over a nation-wide TV program, blaming the
whole mess on the sick attitude of the
backward thinking Mississippi people.
In the wwer structure, McGill listed
. politicians-;-Ousinessmen, clergy, and
the press.
.
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There is no one else to blame - not
even the Kennedys.
And Alabama's people are just as
sick. This year;s winner of the Democratic gubernatorial primary, George C.
Wallace defeated moderate RyahDeGraffen~ied on the same grounds that
Ross Barnett won in 1959: by being
the most outspoken racist in the race.
Senator Lister Hill (D-Ala.) issued a
statement saying, "Mississippi's fight is
Alabama's fight . ... I and the other
members of our Alabama delegation
stand steadfast with them in defense
of our rights and the sovereignty of
our State in these critical times."
Critical times is right. And they will
continue to be critical· in the South
until such men as these are put out·
of office and until other leaders accept
their responsibility to lead the South
in a straight- thinking manner.
from The Springhillian 10/9/62
Mobile, .Alabama

The American Catholic group has
failed to produce what in the estimation of some ·of. its own in~e((ectual
. spokesman, as well· as in the estimation of outside observers, friendly,
neutral, and hostile, would be both
qualitively and quantitiQely an ap·
propriate intellectual life. It has failed
to evolv¢ in this country a vital intelleCtual tradition displaying v.igor and
creativity in 'proportion to .the numerical strength, of American Catholics., It has also failed to~produce
intellectual and other national leaders
in numbers appropriate tp its size and
resources.
Thomas F. O'Dea
..
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WALTE'R J. PETRY, JR. -

Leo Paquette

Vatic,an II: An Historical Perspective
The twenty-first ecumenical
council represents a unique occasion and opportunity for the
Roman Catholic Church, The
'first nineteen councils of the
Church met during eras when
Christianity was taken for granted as the only rational philosophy of life and, though the
Church was in serious crisis at
the time each of these councils
was called (crisis, indeed, b eing
the reason for their convocation) , men did not question the
basis or tenets of Christianity,
Their only concern was the correct interpretation or organization of that basis and those
tenets. The Christian world at
the sixteenth ecumenical council (Constance, 141 4 -14 18) , f or
instance, was shocked and scandalized at the papal schism and
the lack of spirituality in the
official Church, but no one questioned that Church's necessity
or integrity. Again, the Christian world was bitterly divided
and full of internal hostilities
while the nineteenth ecumenical
council met at Trent (1545-1563)
but all still looked upon Christ
as the Saviour of the race and
the Church (now rent in three
great divisions: Roman, Orthodox, and Reformed) as guardian
of His doctrine and the guide to
salvation.
Vatican Council I

The Contemporary Milieu
human differences, leads to
In 1962 the alienation of the the greater good of the
world fro m the Christian Church."
Church is virtually complete.
At times modern man lost, his
·
Most of the values an d ac h levesense of proportion and perspecments of the modern world were tive _ and those lapses cost him
developed in the face of open dearly _ but the guidance and
hostility by the Church: individ- wisdom he needed were not
ualism, liberal democracy, plura lism, social reform, science, adequately advanced by the inpsychol.ogy. These values and stitution from which it might
h
b
t d th R
ave heen expec
achl'evements, of course, have Ch
d
d'e, e oman
h d
not brought the millenium. Inurc, an mo ern man a
ll
their
to
adjust
and
re-examine
his
deed, men have put a
1 1 T h Ch
h th
faith in these things only to va ues a one.
e
urc
erereap the confusion, pessimism by lost both a chance to preChristianity
import-f
and despal'r Whl'ch constitute serve
t f
t ' 'th as anld'
e mo mg 0
part of thel'r legacy l'n the second an t ac or In
'
man an d 1'ts Image
half of the twe ntl'eth century. con emporary
t en t'la1 con t n 'b u t or t 0
'ous
eras
experl'enced
as
a
po
prevl
No
t
l'f
the pro fundity of evil represent- con emporary 1 e.
ed by Naziism, the incredible
Rome's Influence Wanes
ruthlessness, inhumanity and
The Roman Church sits matyranny that is Soviet commun- jestic, ageless, even attractive'
ism or the relentless and search- at present, but alas, in the last
ing anguish that characterizes analysis her real influence has
contemporary Western thought, been vastly diminished. Few
Despite these painful aberra- would deny that this is ideologtions, each of the forementioned ically the post-Christian age,
achievements, in itself repre- Few can honestly assert that
sents another step forward in Christianity now challenges, inman's effort to understand him- spires and guides the world a,s
self and to create the ,society in it once did in the' tiines of
which he could most readily be Augustine, Francis of Assisi or
himself and realize his full dig- Ignatius Loyola. Indeed, the
nity (and in which, paradoxical- sixteenth century - and posly, the Church might flourish). sibly the seventeenth - , was
The possibility that such could the last age to be deeply mfl~be the case was first recognized enced by the Church. The ulhby Leo XIII only at the very n:a~e effort, to, r~-interpret traVatican I (1869-70), however, end of the nineteenth century, dlhonal Chnshamty for the conwas confronted by a changing given official sanction only dur-I temporary world ~as made
climate. It met at a time when ing the reign of Pius XII and then -: by the JeSUIts fo: ~he
much of the world was growing finally accepted with some en- Catholic and by the Calvl~lsts
deeply suspicious of and hostile thusiasm by John XXIII who, for th~ Reformed ~hurch. Smce
to the mission and claims of the at the opening of the Council, that. hme the a~htude of the
Church. Secular liberalism was made the following remarks:
offiCIal Church, WIth few excepat flood tide, the heresy'of com-"
, t i o n s , has been to condemn
munism was gaining strength
. We feel we must disagree most expressions alien to her
(spurred on, of course, by the With those prophets of gloom traditional medieval formulanon-Christianity of professional w:ho are always forecasting tions, sit comfortably back
'Christians') and the doctrine of dIsaster..,. In ~h,e prese~t watching for the inevitable misearthly progress was fixed firm- order ~f thm¥s, Dlvme Provi- takes of the renegades and conly in the minds of most thinking dencels leadmg us to a new fidently await their return to
people. It would not be long order of human relations, the fold,
before the then 'modern' man' which, 'by men's own efforts
could feel sufficiently emancipa1- and even beyond their very
But the wait has been in vain.
ed from his traditional past to expectations, are directed to- The deeply troubled world does
enable him to declare that "God ward the fulfillment of God's not look to the Church for the
is dead" and to proceed without superior' and inscrutable de- answer to its problems. It no
Him.
signs; and everything, even longer ha csonfidence in the
- - - - - - - . . : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Church because that Church
does not speak in its terms and
indeed has a great penchant fur
discouraging the few who ,do
(Cont. on Page 12. Col. 1)

Council Biography

CARDINAL BEA

The
Onion Patch
-

"We no longer believe in the truth."

- "Phoniness is a trademark of our time."
No, these comments weren't made by the Chief Prophet of
Gloom and Doom at the monthly meeting of the Pessimist Club.
They were made in the last issue of the STAG. I disagree with
them.
'
These statements are indicative, however, of an inferiority
complex that is present in our student body, This spirit is both
true and false. False, because it is mathematically improbable
that one heterogeneous group of college men is worse than any
other. True, because such a spirit, much like a depression, can
become a reality if we talk ourselves into believing it. '
Now anyone who has read this far will think I'm crazy,
or at least wrong. Haven't
I ever seen a Fairfield man boast
'
about his school, or rank out another college? Yes, that's precisely what I mean. Take this example: we have a movie in
Gonzaga featuring a character who is supposed to be a Harvard
man, A voice in the back gives a horse laugh and yells out,
"That's a Harvard Man."
Does the owner of this voice in reality feel superior to the
Harvard man? I think you'll agree the opposite is true. Like
many other things in life, a college's merit can often be measured
by the number of petty jealous attacks on it. Isn't being attacked
far better than being ignored?
This inferiority complex is both the cause and the effect
of many features we find on this campus. The complex causes
us to misplace our values in an attempt to cover the gap we
see, whether imagined or real, between ourselves and "name"
colleges. This is true particularly regarding social functions
and prestige projects.
'
, The immediate function which I have in mind, and which
in fact started me thinking about the situation, is the coming
Sophomore Parents' weekend, which I understand is modeled
after the Senior Parents' weekend.
In an attempt to imitate more "exclusive" colleges we
go one step beyond delUding outsiders and ourselves; lI()~
the victims are our parents. We put on a really sophisticated
weekend, complete with social activities; cock,tail parties, and a
fa,bulous dance at a place with the far-out name, of Glorietta
Manor.
Is this what we really are? Wouldn't our parents rather
see Fairfield University, for better or for worse? Of courSe· it
doesn't matter though, because they foot the bill for ,our
grandiose scheme to not show them what we are and what we're
doing.
'
The Parents' weekend is nothing, however, compared to the
Carnival or Dogwood. On these occasions we hire big names
and schedule fifty events around an hour sleep, and think we're
just as good as the Ivy League.
We have Secretary Ribicoff or Governor Dempsey come
to Fairfield, but we fail to take an interest in the daily workings
of government. We have Dame Judith Anderson on campus,
but fail to cultivate the daily appreciation of culture that would
welcome such an event.
And in carrying out these prestige projects we think we
are dispelling our inferiority complex. But we only add to it
when we see lack of attendance, yet -clamor for more such
projects, The effect is a worse complex.
.
I am confident, however, that the grass roots of our school
are slowly developing the values that will replace the empty
shell of our prestige proje,cts, When this happens' we shall have
a better foundation than any college has today. I know I came
to Fairfield because I decided that it is definitely a superior
school, though not for the reasons many would think. Perhaps
more on this another ,time.
'
Meanwhile, a slogan for those who want it: Inferiority yea,
Complex, nay.

Mr. Walter J. Petry, Jr., is
an
.4.ssistant Professor of His..;
hy Jay LaCroix
tory at the University. He received his A.B. from Manhattan
JESUIT KEY FIGURE AT ECUMENIC;;,.L COUNCIL
College 'and M.A. at Columbia
Augustin Cardinal Bea, the President of the Va'tican's Secre- University. At present; Profestariat for the Union of Ohristians, is a key figure at the Ecumeni- sor Petry is a doctoral candidate
cal Council.
at Columbia.
The Jesuit Cardinal, who 'describes himSelf, as a "realist", 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - has warned the public agadnstthe hope that the' council might
result in an early reunion of the Roman Catholic Church and
other Christian Ohurches. He ho'pes for improvement in interMORE LIVES THAN ONE
from the state university. He the outlook expressed in the
church relations, and that the Council will be; a 'step towards
Joseph Wood Krutch
then moved to New York and fifties in The Measure of Man.
unity, however dis,tant it may be.
378pp. William Sloane Associ- to Columbia Graduate School His own words explain this best.
The eighty-one year old, German-born Oardinal has acted
ates. New York
where the City and such friends "Man, I said, is not a mere maas the Vatican's chief repres-entative to, the, "s-epara<ted brethWhen a man talks, thinks or as Mark Van Doren had great chine explicable in terms of
ern". It is he who has been instrumental in bring,ing observers writes about himself he affirms influence upon him. Here the Newtonian physics and Ninefrom the separated Christian Churches, to the Council:
he is living out his life and pur- literary scholar gained his Ph.D., teenth Century chemistry though
Cardinal B-ea was born in Reidbohringen; Germany, in 188-1, suing his vocation: but in this became a teacher, fell into occa- psychologists, sociologists, and
the only son af a wealthy contI1ador. As a young boy he became recently published, autobiogra- sional essays and book reviews even many writers or imaginacritically ill, and ,,*as given only a few years to l:ive by his phy, "More Lives Than One," and stumbled into dramatic tive literature have joined the
doctors. Later he was told his heaith could not stand the climate Joseph Wood Krutch, makes criticism. All of the events thus old-fashioned scientists in tryclaim to the title. What he says far seemed unprepared for and ipg to persuade· us that he is."
of Rome, where he has now lived 3,8 years.
no one will deny, for he is stu- mere chance even to the meetJoseph Wood Krutch, with his
He studied at the Universities of Freiburg, Berlin and Inns- dent, teacher, literary critic, ing of the girl he was later to clear and sober view of. modern
bruck. Since the Society of Jesus was outlawed in the German editorial writer, drama critic, marry. After returning to Co- man and his condition, stands
Empoire, he joined the Society in The Netherlands, in 1902;
philosopher and. naturalist. The lumbia for ten years as a pro- the :Opposite of the 'frequent and
He was ordained in 1912 and helped to reestablish the Jesui,t vitality of his own story comes fessor, asthma took him to Tuc- -two numerous pessimists of our
order in Germany, after the First World War. In 1924 he was not from external events but son, Arizona where he has most age. He has a love of life arid
sent to teach in Rome; wh-ere, in 1930, he became rector of the froyP within the man himself. recently found success as a a knowledge of how to live it
His life has been quiet, many naturalist.
that are refreshing. He has apPontifical Bible Institute for 29 years.
will say, and very dull reading;
The greatest insight into the plied his mind and philosophy
Pope Pius appointed him to be his confessor, the position he but the reader will not find it life and thoughts of Joseph to the living of his own life and
held until the Pope's death.
so because he will witness the Wood Krutch will be found in has admittedly found th'at he is
In 1959 Pope John made him a Cardinal, and also appointed life of a man who says, "One what I believe to be the most, now able to live more contenthim head of, the newly formed Secretariat for the Union of must live now or not at all; and important of 'all his works: The edly than before. His· thoughts
Christians,
.
not to live at all is the greatest Modern Temper (1929) and The leave, I think, some very im'l1he Cardinal heads a staff of five pdests, one of whom is of mistakes." Joseph Wood Measure of Man (1954). These portant clues to those who go
an Amel'ican Paulist, Rev. Thomas Stransky, who says of the Krutch has viewed with keenly two 'books are a clear indication struggling along the path trying
Cardinal, "He is wining to listen, and does not stand on eti- critical and mature philosophical of what seems to be the key to to find out where tney are,
outlook the America of the past his autobiography, For, at the where they're going and how to
quette."
forty or so years. His auto- end of his own life's story he get there. This facet of his life's
The Cardinal has little trouble with languag,e barriers. In biography reflects clearly the
writes, "I have had an interest- story as philosopher and obaddition to German, he speaks Latin, Italian, French and English. process and ,development of a ing life in the special sense that server is only one of the things
He also understands Greek, H-ebrew and Ar.amaic.
mind aware of the human con- I myself have usually been in- that' shine out. He may make
'Cardinal Bea, who lis the only Jesuit in the ,College of Car- dition and optimistic about it. terested in it." It is this man equally valid claim to, being a
dinals, and the first since the death of Cardinal Boeeto, ArchLife began on November 2'5, with an interest in his life who professor, a literary and drama
bishop of Genoa in 1946, "combines, in his difficult task, the dis- in . Knoxvil,le, .Tennessee. His wrote The Modern' Temper in critic, and most recently, a
. 'ciplirie' of 'a' German; 'and' the discipline' of -a: Jesuit!',. aecol'd>ing early" days ~ and "'education Alton the' twehtres, and' t' is' interest-> natuTalist~ He" has not "Sst 'back
to a close associate.
'
(Cont. Pg. 8. C~l. 4)
tinued here until graduation ing to see this mind develop to

Krutch's _4utobiography Reveals Human Optimism
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Town Crier Gets New Offset {lress
Will Improve Printing of STAG

CJ

idep;t of Fai.rfield CQun~y.Pub
. lications and Publisher of The
T~ Crier. If· necessary, the
press can be exopanded in the
fut-ure to produce a newspaper
containing as many as 80 tabloid
pages. It is also equipped with
a quarter folder which will deliver magazine size publications;
approximately 81h by 11 %
inches.
To house the new press, a
26 foot long addition, which
will be air conditioned, is being
added to the present press room. PRESS for the TOWN CRIER arrives at the plant. The units are
parts of the press shipped from the GossCompany in Chicago. _
By the use of the· Urbanite, The unloading took the better part of three days and the final
newspapers have been and will assembly and trial runs of the off-set press took another twobe able to switch from printing and-a·half weeks. The TOWN CRIER was the first publication
by the "letter press process" - 011 tlie press; the last issue of the STAG was the second.
that is the pro·cess by which the
typ~ is cast in hot lead - to t?e I plate is then fastened to the with as many as 17,689 dots per
"offset orocess", a process WIth
.
which the use of hot !"letal cab. rollers of the press. J:s the roll- squ,!l"e inch, thus showing a'll
b
r .... t d . . .
ers turn, water and 10k are ap- the details and shading which
e e Imma e ' . .
piied· to the alumi~um plate, are ordinarily lost.
. .. .... '; Letterpress..
but the water adheres only to
The October 24th issue and
WIth .lett~rpress, stone:s a:e the'part of the plate Which does this issue, of the STAG have
cast by a Lmotype' m~chme 10 not have the image etched in been printed by the offset prohot metal and 'plac~~ 1O"a page it. Ink is also applied and it ad- cess. Because of this innovation,
form. From thIS a. mat ma?e. heres only to the part of the the STAG in the future will be
of a ca.rdboar~~hke maten~l plate which has been etched. able to produce a better finished
takes an ImpresslOn. The mat IS Since the ink contains oil, the product, the main area of improvement being a greater clarthen used as a mould to make water and oil do not mix.
a half-round .cast or plate which
.
ity of the pictures.
The inked image is th~n
is bolted to a cylinder of the
press. As the cylinder turns, the transferred to another roller or
WEEKEND
pla'te is inked .and the impres- "offset" (he~ce the name), and
(Gont. from Page 1. Col. 4)
-cONSTltOOTION IS WELL UNDERWA'y at the
of t~~plant sion tl'ansferred to the "web" this image' is then transferred
-on thePGSt ~d in Fairfield. Fairfield ~unty Publicatiblls added of newsprint as it runs through to the web - of newsprint as it Cervini; Jazz Concert, Dom Torthe housing fer its new GOO8 .r-hClIl.;~· offset pre!!swhich the the press.
runs over the r o l l e r . r i n o and Don Saccomano; PubSTAG now useS.
Offset·
While all this sounds compli- licity, Vincent D'Alessandro,
Tlie offset process is consid- cated, the offset process is ac- Joe Flately, Tony P,aUadino and
The Fairfield Town Crier, the mantifaCtured by'the Goss Com- erably different. While it is tual1y simple'r than letterpress, Mick Kinney. Tickets, Jeff
company which prints the STAG pany of chicago,world's largest possible to print by offset with- although it takes a higher order Hughes and Jim Poole, and Fiof Fairfield University, is under- manufacturer of printing press- out the use of hot metal, the of printing skill to get the best nancial Chairman, Tom Fitzgoing an extensive expansion es, and will be the first such Town Crier plans to continue results.
gerald.
program. The most important press installed in the East. It is to use the hot metal process for
Clarity Noted
Tickets for the Carnival wIn
part of this program is the pur- capable of producing close to the time being. Under this meThe biggest advantage of go on sale beginning December
chase· of a new press. It will 20,000 standard size newspapers thod, stories· are set in type by offset is the clari~y of the print- 10. Dates, prices and times for
utilize the web· offset process per hour and close to 40,000 linotype machines and placed ing.. At its best, offset- is far all events will be announced in
which is the newest in the de- tabloid sized papers per hour. in a page form, as in letterpress. superior to letterpress, notably subsequent issues of the STAG.
velopment and design of high From end to end, it is more than From there on, the process in the p-rinting of photographs, -.. The names of the major enspeed presses. The new pr~ss .is 40 feet long and weighs ap- differs. Instead of making a mat which otten are as sharp and· tertainment will be published
composed of three units and proximatMly 40,000 pounds.
of the page, a proof is "pulled" true as rotogravure. The reason in Beast K of the STAG which
$150.000 Cost
each unit is capable of printing
of the entire page. This· page for this is simple: Pictures must will be issued on Nov. 21.
The press, plus money spent proof is then mounted on a be reproduced by breaking them
·eight full-sized, standard, newsp3!pez: pages, or $ixteen tabloid for additions to the present board and a photograph taken up into a multitude of dots or
Town Crier plant and for. the of the ·page. The negative is lines. Most newspapers are
pages.
Thus, the three units can purchase of other printing placed on a thin sheet of alumi- limited to 4,220 dots per square
print 24 full-sized pages in one equipment, represents an invest- num, exposed to arc lights, and inch in a-picture. With the
run or 48 tabloid pages. The ment of well' over $150,000, ac- an impression of the page etch- Urbanite, the Town Crier will
press, called the Ul"banite, is cording to Joseph Purtell, pres- ed into. the alull~i~urri. This be able to reproduce pictures
'·1'

rear

......

SALE!
OXFORD CLOTH
SHIRTS
Button-down, or Tab
White or Colors
Regularly 5.00

3.95
3 for 11.50
GOSS URBANITE PRESS stands assembled with newsprint runDing through the rollers and folding sections. The unit at the
TOWN" CRIER is the first of its type in the east. The press is over
40' long and each of the three units will print eight newspaper
pages. or sixteen tabloid pages. The roll stand, which contailis

the newsprint for the press, is at the far left of the picture; the
"web" of newsprint is near the top and the delivery stand, from
where the completed newspapers are taken, is in the middle of
the picture at the bottom.

Arrui)r·

:!Iru~1i ~~np
P.O. Arcade
Downtown Bridgeport
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Frechette, LoGa~, Cabin Run for President
FRECHETTE

'determined on November 8· There are several ways to - ects. This committee can in no
way alter the decisions of the
'when we go to the poils. We accomplish these two aims:
class but would act in an adJim Cahill
want the best class in the school; What ever the way will finally
viso;y capacity for the class. ,
Now is the time when 'we to do this we wil.l have to have be,
,are, sure,that it sh,ould
Witp these 'and "other units ,of must make a ,move for' the Class a c'l'a'ss' that' has bOth sp'irit :md be a way in which the class as
of
'66:
the
move
be
in
the
)
our government which will come
{Cont.on Page 10. Col. 5
as they are needed, our class has right direction? This will be unity.
a chance to start off on the right
foot and to become one of the
best classes that ever hit the
campus of Fairfield University.

CAHILL

Claude FrecheUe
My name, is "Claude Frechette.
1 am -a "candIdate-' seeking the
office of President of the class of
1966. 1 wish to state my qualifications' and purposes for seeking such an office.
Fo~' fou~ years I went to Assumption Prepar;atory School in
Worcester, Massachusetts. This
is a relatively small school. Be- '
LOGALBO
ing so close to your classmates
for lour years gives you an opCarl LoG'albo
portunity fustudy each characFellow classmates, unfortuter
personality and see how nately I don't know all of you.
each reacts in different circum- But from those of you 1 do
stances. You get to know people know 1 feel that this freshman
well.
class is gifted with much talent
I was a counselor at Spring- and genius: I would be only too
field College Day Camp during proud to be elected president of
the summer of 1961. This also this ootentially great cLass.
gave me a ohance to come in
I'v~ had previous student govcontact with -people. Although emment e~peTience as student
the people 1 came in contaCit council chairman at Chaminade
with welle people who were High School. I'm perfectly aware
much younger-than the Univer- of what makes student adminsi(y students, I feel that 1 have istration function properly. I'm
nevertheless learned how to or- also well acquainted with the
ganize a group for constructive prescribed procedures requisite
purposes. I realize that the pur- for forming student committees
pose of organizing the Fr~h- and school affairs. My only wish
men of Fairfield University will is to use this knowledge for your
ilOt be to get a game of baseball scle benefit as' your president.
going; there is still, however,. While at Chaminade I also
the need of getting them organ- worked as a cOlumnist for the
ized for, purposes which 1 will school paper,' This, 1 believe,
state later. Organization for any enabled - me to develop both an
purpose would ,be ~nthi~kable objective and a critical mind,
unless the orgamzer, m thIS case because it taught me to see
the President, had technique.
things as they are, 1 was forThis summer I worked in the tunate enough to be elected a
Woonsocket Hospital Labora- member of the honors' class
tory. This gave me valuable ex-' each year. 1 did not, however,
perience. Many times the Path- confine my time only to student
ologists proposed problems which council work, newspaper toil,
were quite complex. 1 had to and studies. 1 participated in
confront these problems and try football and baseball. The gridto solve them. Quite naturally, 1 iron and diamond taught me the
was never left on my own to twofold lesson of sacrifice and
carry out the solutions 1 pro- aggressiveness. I would be more
posed; at length, however, 1 than willing to employ this
came to be a little more inde- lesson as president _ to make
pendent and could do some sacrifice in order to represent
things on my own. 1 feel that you better; to strive for the betthis training taught me a very terment of the freshman class.
importa~t l~scn: 1 le~rned how
As for my platform, it is simto exp!am my reasomng to the pIe and thgrough. 1 will enothers and how to stand firm by deavor to form a Closer student
my decisions.
to student tie generated by
These three major areas - various intramural activities
knowing,' organizing, reas~ning such as - smokers, outings and
-1 feel are very important when seminars: Secondly, I propose to
it comes time for, the president create:a more potent voice for
to organize and lead :the Fresh- thf freshman class within the
man Class. Having had experi- student council of the univerence, in tl1ese areas in the ,past, sity making that "..¥oice one
I feel that 1 have th~ . qualific~- unity and coope.ration, Student
tions which any aspIrIng presl- unity' and cooper,ation, as you
dent shou~d hav.e.
readily know, is of the utmost
In seekIng thIS office, 1 hope importance. The head cannot
to be, able to arouse the latent function oroperly with a dispossibilities of the class for co~- melnbered --body. Your student
structive purposes. 1 have: In council can not-work effectively
mind five points which I belIeve with a divided class, Thirdly, I
will do this:
will attempt to establish a conI. I propose to have a Sug- crete "extra-help~' program, I
gestion Box' for the F~eshman will also organize
students'
installed. I feel tha~ thIS would suggestion commfttee to assist in
always be an open lIne, through the work of the shident council
w~ich th~ st~d~nts may always confronting it with all your
VOIce theIr 0pInlOnS or offer sug- criticism whether it 'be' congestions.
structive or des'tructive. Lastly,
2. I feel t~at we should have I will set up' a S'Qcial committee
a class meetIng a~ least once ev- devoted to the task of sponsorery three weeks.
,
ing all the freshman social fesThe, next thn~e pomts concern tivlties,
'
commlttee~ WhIch, I feel would
To close, I would like to say
be useful m creatI~~ a ~tronger that if ele'cted oresident I will
sense of class partIclp,atlOn.
perform to the best of my abil, ~. I plan t<.> set up an Adver- lty, I can only hope that my
tlsmg CommIttee
of five, whose
b es t 'IS suffi'
-t enough to sat
" WIll be
Clend
purpose It
to pro d uce 'f
d t , ' I'k
f
th
'
IS
Y
your
nee
posters and the II e or e pur- "
1
b r s anth wan
t
Is. g
pose of sUP-poI1ting different class smcere y
e Ieve
a
a 'on
'ttee
wI'll
WIth your support and coopera' 't'Ies. Th'
act IVI
'IS Co m
m
1,
,
also handle tickets for our dif- tron, we can make thIS class
ferent projects and help in other of ours a great one.
miscellaneous programs. This
committee will be headed by the
Secretary.
4, I would like to set up a
Financial Committee of five,
whose members will plan with
the Treasurer and myself means
of raising money for the class
projects. This committee will
also carry out the decisions of
the class concerning financial
matters.
5, I plan to create an Advisory
Committee which will be made
up of the class officers, five representatives, and a faculty advisor. After the class, qs a whole,
has voted on the matter, this
committee will act as a main
council to carry out class proj-

and

:w¢
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haskell
the Schaefer bear
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a

DON'T

FORGET
TO

VOTE!

Everything looks brighter over a glass of
Schaefer beer. It's the one beer to have
when you're having more than one.
SCHAEFER BREWERIES, NEW YORK.ano fl,lBANY, ~l. Y.. cuvaAND, OHIO
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
<%>---------------To the Editor:
In keeping with the spirit of
The temptation is to say that
buying live animals which has
whoever wrote the editorial enrepeatedly swept through the
titled "Political Illiterates" must
student populace, the STAG ofbe a political illiterate; either
fers, through the auspices of
that, or he. just hasn't bothered
John P. Monk's, '64, the uplifting
to find out what the political
concept of inaugurating intraclubs on his campus are doing.
mnral and interscholastic eleI am in a position to speak
phant races. The following perunofficially of the Repub1ican
tinent letter should help:
Club and officially of the Public
Affairs Club, and the editorial
TREFFLICH'SBIRD lk
I just mentioned demands that
ANIMAL CO.. INC.
I do it.
Importers and Exporters of
The Republican Club began its
MAMMALS, BIRDS AND
year's ·activities,· of course, in
,
REPTILES
Orientation Week. About 20
freshmen were signed up at this
228 Fulton St. (Trefflich Bldg.)
time, and at least two-thirds
NEW YORK 7, N.Y.
of them, along with a good number of upper-classmen, have,
October 29, 1962
since that time, been engaged in
an almost unbelievably timeJ. p, T. Monks, Jr.
consuming effort to do just what
Box - 317
the editorial accuses us of not
Fairfield University
doing: gettmg out the vote. For
Fairfield, Connecticut.
six consecutive nights, five members of the Club called on the
phone from Fairfield's RepubDear Mr. Monks:
lican headquarters the registered
Thank you for your letter of
Republicans in five of thetown's
October 28th, in reference to an
thirteen districts. This is not exelephant.
actly glorious work, and the peoWe are pleased to advise we
ple who did it deserve credit. A
can furnish you with a young
number of members of the club
female, . Indian elephant at
I
banded together to stuff and
$3,500.00 (three thousand five
I seal almost 5,000 envelopes
hundred donal'S) F.O.B.iN.Y.
'I
which were sent out. to IndeAt present we have a very
'
pendent voters in Fairfield
gentle ~lephant available - she
County
by
Congressman
Abner
,I
stands 5% feet, is very docile,
1-:.... Sibal. To save the biggest proj',i
ect of all .for last, five members CAMPAIGNING REPUBLICANS gather with YGOP campus leaders in Loyola Lounge. Pictured can be led, and in time will
I of the Club personally cross-in- above, left to right: State Rep. Mel Fennel; James M. Diorio, '64, President of Fairfield's YGOP; wear a howdah. This animal is
not afraid of people since she
dexed the master voting list of
I Bridgeport to extract the names Rep. Abner Sibal; St. Ignatius Loyola, S.J.; E. Michael Lawrence, '63, YGOP member; Judge Jul- was in a park an summer where
ius Smith; and State Rep. Irwin Cole. For more on YGOP activities, see Michael Lawrence's Letand addresses of 10,000 Inde- ter-to-the-Editor on this page.
thousands of people visited.
pendenrt:s, Democrats and SocialThe elephant cannot stand
ists from that city, and then
cold - therefore a house will
addressed and mailed literature tashow a little less profile and a political rally, sponsored by merely a clarification of the
have to be built for her during
to each of them for State Sen- a little more courage, and the the Fairfield County Young Re- policy we have been following the winter months. Elephants
ator John M. Lupton, who is at debate became an impossibility, publican League, and that only in the past year. The situation
this wrl'tm'g the Republ'ca Can
approximately one thirtieth of reached a critical point and feed on hay - fruit - and vege1
n
One more thing, bef.ore I close the audience were Fairfield Stu- Kennedy made his move. What tables.
'date
for
Congre
t
dl
- a - this diatribe. Your editorial men- dents. Yet he expected Gold- would have been the point of
Thanking you once again for
Large and who mayssman
ell ha
,
ve tioned the fact that the political water to give an educational talk taking an aggressive position your inquiry, and trusting we
been elected
to th'at offiw b th
ce y Ite clubs are supposed to "educate as though he were addressing an say, four months ago? When it may have the pleasure of servtime this letter appears
-d
't tak I t ' t citizens." I think there may be exclusively collegiate audJence. was apparent that Cuba was ing you. If further information
oesn
e ong 0 enumera e an area of imputability on this
these projects; it does take many, question that nobody has yet If this teacher were really that being armed with "dangerously is requested nlease do not hesimany hours of. hard work to ac.
interested in Goldwater's philo- offensive" weapons, it was neces- tate to call on us.
complish them, and the writer ~entIOned-hnamelY, the faculty. sophical premises, he would have sary to act and he did just that.
Very truly yours,
and the readers of your ediJtorial ast RY~ba~ w en the hthen-Secre- traveled the' 25 miles to Yale, Certainly a rocket with a range
HENRY TRE·FF.l;ICH
ff
h ld b
f 't P l't'
tary 1 lCO spoke ere, a few where Goldwater lectured as a of 25 miles is not to be considPres.
e ~waret 0 1. 0d l lCS , rows of the auditorium were res oU
you k now, IS no a 11 soun an d .
d f th f '1 . h'l
Chubb scholar, or to the Univer- ered dangerously offensive:
fury' it's also I t f h d
k serve or e act. ty, w 1 e stu- sity of Bridgeport, where he
The events of the last two
,
, a 0.0 ar wor. dents were sitting in the aisles, spoke to a collegiate audience in weeks in Cuba have more than II
Th e P u bl lC Aff alI'S CI u·
b d oes one of the faculty rows was bet~ot take part .in ~artisa~ poli- tel' than half-empty. Another just the fashion this teacher de- vindicated the President's policy
tics. Its functIOn IS to mform item: when Erik von Kuenhelt- sired. You've got to. question his of the past year and have resultand enlighten, ~nd f~w would Leddihn spoke here a few weeks passion for truth.
ed in the most serious setback to
.say that the dlS.CUSslO~spon- ago, notices were left in all the
Please print as much of this 1world Communism since the
.sored by the Pubhc AffaIrS Club classrooms announcing the event. as you can; it's a sincere at.. Korean War.
entitl~d ;:'Viewpoints . o~ .Race Out of all my classes, ONE tempt to "educate citizens."
David Bannon. '66
3 HOUR DRY ClEANING
Relations was not both mform- teacher read the notice and he
Sincerely,
Robert O'Connell, '66
ative and enlightening. From the mis-pronounced the n~me and
MICHAEL LAWRENCE '63
6 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE
word I have received, it was made a joke out of the whole·
KRUTCH
one o! the best conducted pre- thing. Yet another item: I per(Cont. from Page 5, Col. 3)
1225 Post Road
YGOP·YDEMS
.sentatIons .that th~ sohool has somilly passed around similar
sponsored m my time here.
notices' announcing the program
to
whine
and
complain
and
do
COpp. Post Office)
DEBATE
nothing; but has taken an interThe Public Affairs Club was on racial relations., I didn't hear
est in his own life and in full,
the victim of circumstance in one single teacher announce it. To the Editors:
,Last week, two members of active participation has found
·one area, for which I must make And another: we, students, are
excuse. The Club' was to have expected to Qe "politicaliy liter:- the' Young Democratic Club increasing happiness. We dis,sponsored, a debate, with the co- ate", yet I heard a teacher com- were to have a debate with two cover all of this -in the words
operation of the YGOP and the plain' that when' Barry Gold- members of the Young Republi- that tell the story of his life;
Y-DEMS, 01:1 the subject of the water appeared in our gym last can Club. The subject was to be but there is much more too that
President's policy on Cuba. Two year, he didn't go into the philo- President Kennedy's policy on will strike e a c h individual
members of each of the Political sophical bases of his conserva- Cuba. We, of the Young Demo- reader.
The autobiography of this
Clubs were to have taken part. tism. Apparently this .teacher crats, were, naturally, to defend
However, the President decided didn't know that the event was that policy. After the speech man reveals a .great deal that
made to the nation 'by the Presi- each man today might well use
dent on October 22, we were for inspiration. His wit, clear
informed that the Young G.O.P. style and refreshing intellect
Club withdrew from the debate. make the .book all the more enThey now feel that, due to joyable and well worth the
Kennedy's "change" of policy, reader's time, His deep penetrathere is no room left for argu- tion into modern man is not
ment. The point we would like clouded by language and exto make clear is that, however pression far removed frOm the
the Republicans may have been majority. On the contrary, his
pleased by the action taken by autobiogr.a'phy is a vivid e~po
Mr. Kennedy in: the Cuban sition of thoughts critical and
crisis, We find no indication of philosophical - thoughts long
a "change" in the administra- focused ma·turely on the Amerition's policy. The declarations can ,scene.
David S. Aurandt
made to the Soviet Union were

11"-----

_

TOWNE
CLEANERS

Your Best Bet
• FOR SCHOOL FASHIONS

• FOR SPORTS FASHIONS

• FOR DR'ESS FASHIONS

fresh taste!

JIFFY LAUNDROMAT
COIN OPERATED

()pen 24 Hrs. - 7 Days a Week
20e Wash - lOe Dry
located directly behind AIrP liquor store on
THE POST ROAD, FAIRnELD. CONN.
CLearwater 9·9082

TAP ROOM

RESTAURANT

CENTER
1418 POST RD.
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STAG Previews Freshman Basketball Team
by

SCOTT and PAUL HRONJAK

Loaded with alent, a stron:g starting five, and a
fine benCih, this year's freshman basketrbaH team bas
wba:t it takes for a fine season. It is a team of ban players, not with unusual .height, but with shooting and rebounding abilLi,ty. Let's take a }ook at t1:le credentials
of the men who wil:l represent the Frosh ·this season.
6'4" Pat Burke comes to F'airfield from Hartford
Fu!bliic High School. He was a member of the 1961 New
England H.S. ohamps. He receive~ honorable mention
all~NewEngland in 1961, honorable mention all-state
in 1961, and was named to'the second team all-Carpital
Distr:id Conference.
6'3" Stan Poole, ,arl'8o of H~rtford Public, was a three
letter mctn in high school. After one year of JV baseball and basketball, Stan played varsity hasketball for
three yeatrs,and varsity baseball fior two. In his senior
year he was a member of the track tea~. He was
nam'ed the most va1lua'ble player :in the New England
Toumamnt and was named to the aU~state and all-New
England teams in his final yeaT.
From Hillhouse comes 6'4" Mike BI"anch who played va,rsity ball for three year,s, averaging close to 22
ppg in his senior year. He was named to the all-district,
all-state and aH-CIAC tournament teams.
S1. Franois Prep in Brooklyn sent 6' Jack McGovern
who played basketbaU and baseball .for foUr and three
years, respectively. He was named to the MVP in the
N.Y: State Championship Taurrnament in his senior
yeaT and 2nd team all-oity.
6'3" J dhn Benedict comes to Fairfield f·rom Thomaston High School as his sohool's outstanding athlete.' He
earned nine varsity letters praying basketbaU, baseball, and soccer. John was voted aU-Berkshi,re League
in baseballl and soccer and named to ·the second team
in basketbalL
6'2" Peter fall :flrom Manhattan Prep played Varsity basketball and baseball for'three years; He was
named to the New York Journal-American All League
fiTst team.
Another Manhattan alumnus, Kevin Fitzpatrick,
6'2", averaged over 10 ppg lin two varsrity seasons.
Windsor Locks H.S. coiltI'ibutes Dave Lingua, 6'"
who averaged 25 ppg in his senior year. He was named
' e all-tournament t""am
in 1961 and was an all1-stater
to tn
"'.
in '61 and '62.
6'1" Kevin Boll comes to FaiJrfield from Cardinal
Hayes H.S. in the Bronx.
t h'l f
dfi e'ld , a 6 '1" h onor st u d en,
Ron H'a'
'al s rom
Bishop Hendrickson H.S. in Wa-rrwick, R.I. Besides his
3 Valrsity basketball letters, Ron pqrr1;Jicipated'in .baseball ,cross-country and t'rack.
\
6'- KeViin 1JJnaH graduated: f:rom Bishop Loughlin
Broo_Myn. The Norm
Yo,rk Post named him to their all'" vv
distI"ict team; the Journal-American put him on the aUcityC.H.S.A.A.
5'8" Stan Lavin comes from F'ai!ctield Prep where
he pllayed junior varsity ball for his sophdmore and
..
b f'
"t
,~
,
JUnIor yealrs e ore sen10r year varsl 'Y a~·lllon.
Neal RJist, 6'1", also comes f,rom the, J>rep.
Lastly, from Pleasantvilll1e H.S., 5'9" Dan Gatti was
an all-area baseball and football p1<ayer, He averaged

Photo by Pete Goss

THE FRESHMAN' BASKETBALL team poses for a Stag -photorapher. Top row, 1. to r., McGovern.
Benedict. Poole. Branch. Burke and assistant coach .Bobby Jenkins... Second row, Hadfield, Boll,
Lyall, Fitzpatrick and Lingua. First row, Fall, Lavin and Galli. Absent is N. Rist.
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ac', 'Hints' Tied

~y PAT HURLEY
With the race for top honors
now going into the final half of
the season, two teams are batt--'
ling it out for ,first place. Senior
Don Saccomanno's team pulled
out a close one agaipst Jun-i6r
~
JI'm Curt'I'n to keep the, pres·s".u~e
The New York Knickerbockers~
..
have been, for some time, the
on Bob Hintelmann's hopefuls.
door mats of the National BasS·ullivan Heads
Last week sawliniited activketball Association's Eastern Di- Frosh-Soph Loo' p i t y . In a: real close contest Don
vision. This year, even with the
'
best lineup they've had in ages,
Saccomanno's team pulled ~ut a
they will probably remain in
By JACK WARD
6-0 ~ln over Jim Curtin. Saccothe cellar.
Last week" undefeated Al Sul- manno's defense seems to be the
Going over the starting five, livan played John Sullivan: Al key to his success. It was very
it's .hard to unde~t~d this. ~n threw a pilss to Yin McSherry effective against, Curtin's pin-'
the backcourt, Rlch~e Guerm in the end' zone to take a 6~0 point passing and speedy e d
and the newly-acquired Gene
Ii
.,;
n s',
Shue, are both great ballplayers ledd,. Clacci t~en' threw a pass owever, ,JIm Curtm bounced '
and both are underra:ted~ Guerin to Graziadei to tie t~e, s.core ~~~~O t~~t~::s ol~~~\:~~~~;,-01 ~
~::rsbeen one of the b~t ~or 6-6. In the l~t few mmutes.Qf ~afety in: the ~arly ~inutes of'
. ,
.,
. ' .. ' ,~lay, Al SUlhvan took :apass· the game proved to 1?e ,enough
Up; fron!, It s th~_ qUIckly 'I~· from McSherry into the end for the winning margin. :aut,
~rovmg Johnny Green and WIl- zone to take the lead 12~6. John both teams put on a fine defenlIe Naulls. Paul, Hogue, the S 11'
.'
sive show from that point on
rookie from Cincinnati, will help u . I~an protested the game Don Saccomanno continued hi~
out at cen~er. Hogue isn'.t too claImIng Al had been tagged.
winning ways' as he rolled ovei;::'"
fast ~ut .IS. pretty consls~ent Campbell's team forfeited two injury-ridden Duplessie, 26-0. A, shootmrtg, .InsIde
and.
k' one t 0 B 0 b' combination of play-spotting de1
h" the Kmcks ga'
' m e's 1as t' wee,
can ce am y use IS SIze. : . Batch the other to Rich Delio. fense plus a moving offense
In a pre-season game agamst
'
proved to be too much for Duthe College All-Stars, Green
Ploehn's team beat. Bob Beau- plessie's depleted ranks. In the
looked fantastic and Hogue look- regard for his' fourth defeat by clash between Hintelmann and
ed very capable at center. The a 12-6 margin. Again Al Sulli- Baldino, the second half has to
others looked ,good also, and one.
th' t
B'll! be replayed. At the end of the
got to thinking that maybe' they van was
e VIC or over 1 first half, the score stood 6-0 '
did have l! chance to finish high- Schuck's team. ,AI took a pass Hintelmaim. Senior Wayne Baler in the standings.
from Yin McSherry; the conver- dino was injured in the closing
But, freeing one's self from sion was good, and the score was minutes of the first half and was
,
the shackles of sentiment and 7-0. They scored again when lost for the res.t of the game.
almost 16 ppg in h~s senior year basketball efforts.
looking objectively at the other frosh Morris scored on a pass The second half I~ to be.replay:ed
':Dhat's this yealT's Frosh team. As a prelude to the teams in the Eastern Division, from Malley. Bill Schuck was due to a rules mfractIon. Hmupc-ornirng sea,son, the 'F'rosh scrimm'aged the Falirfield such hope seems to be all but caught in the end zone twice te!mann's score came in the early
futile.
and the score was 17-0. Was- mmutes of the game on'a ~lockPrep last 'Duesdray. I'll a game whiCih lasted from aJbout Cincinnati, replacing the War- niewski threw a pass to Schuck edI,Jass and ~ubsequent mter7:30 to 9 the little Stags easily outclassed the Prepsters. riors who moved to San Fran- for their only score.
ceptIon by BIll Sanders, who
11 th 'Q.... r.ih
b
30 pmn
.. t'ma·rgln.
. E...,Jh·
·
,
then
scampered
U noff··
ICla y,,: e .r 1.1 0" 'won y a
a\.; CISCO, 'the S yracuse N at"Iona1
s,
Standings as of This Issue
d
Tn 't ' f for
h the touch.
'k
P
1
B
_1...
Be
ed'
d
who have improved, and the
own. ,e ry, or t e extra pomt
of t h e s t arters, B ur e, 00 e, ranUll,
'n let an Boston Celtics,who really d o n ; t .
W L T was no good and that ~eft -t~e
F'all, hit double figures fior the evening,
have to improve, will . be' just Al SullIvan
4
0
0 scor~ at '. 6-0. Onc~ agam, ~Ill
Stan Poole showed why he was an: all-stater, sJhoot- too much for the Knicks to han- Batch '.'
2
0
1 Sanders and Joe Blega led Hm-,
ing, passing and fakiing deftly. He was e<;meciaHy effec- dIe.
'
He~arty
"...... 2
0
1 telmann'~ defense: Mike Zapf
~.l:'
'.Dh K' k h
d fi 't 1 Wright
1
0 -1 turned m excellent, offensive
tive on fast breaks.
d' e
ntlc s
ave de m e y. Ploehn
,
l' 0
1 blocking play after play for Balrna e grea progr~ss an no one Wolf
1
0
1 dino.
Pat Burke showed his form under the boalrds; can say thattheyre not a good Delio
2
1 0
' , ' ,.
and if his performance is indicative of his reboundinJg team; but, in professional sports, J h S·11:····
1
1
1
Other games were scheduled,
b'n th F
h ill b
11 ff H 1 led..n.... the "good" teams finish second. ;:. ~ u IVan
0
1
1 but resulte? in forfeits.,.Cava;'r~~:'off:ns;::. w
e very we' 9· e a so
L'Ue The' "great" ones come in first. Sc~~~~ ::::::::::::: 0 2 1 nagh f~rfelted .to Hurley. and-'--'
It will probably take a few Campbell
,...... 0
3
1 Duplessle fO~~Ited to. HmtelMike Branch looked good defensively using his more years of rebuilding, but Beauregard
0
4
0 ~nann. CommISSIOner BI~l Keller
height and reach to full advantage. He was no slouch success will not elude the New .
IS hopeful that the forfeIts won t
on offense' either.
Yorke~ forever.
major part
continue even thougli the cooler
,
'
.
.
of theIr success' WIll be deterweather now seems to be upon
. John Bendlct has a fine left-handed Jump shot mined by the rookies they sign.
us. He liS ks each participant· to
wlhrich he sIl'~pped the cords with on several occasions. They will have to avoid such
',' '
support his team. .
Pete Fall, filling in for Jack McGov~rn, s40wed draft "busts" as DarraH Imhoff,
Standings as of October 29:
if they are to make any great
W L T
fine ballJhandHng ability and good form on driviIllg leap forward. With a few breaks
lay-ups.
..
and" sOme action 'in the fronJ
Hintelmann
3
0
0
The defense has to be pepped up, hut the' Frosh office, they should be top conSaccomanno
3
0
0
, "1 k f
~_.J t ' '
sf 1
tenders before too long.
HAIRCUTSCurtin
3
1
0
can Th
00 FOl'WdIl.U
P'l aymg
.
"F'·
0
l'
hm 0 a succes u season.
.
rISb'Ie".m th e s h ow- EVERY WED,N'ES'D'"A'Y' . BId'
a mo
. 1
, e res 'an managers are 'Torn McDonald and ers has been set in the tradiALL D A.'y' .~ .
Hurley.
2
2
0
Dave Bressette.
tional "anathema" 'standings by
,1'\., -',
. .
1
.
th B
d f G
f C
GONZAGA< LOYOLA
Poole
0 1
Alumnus Bobby
Jenkins
'6,2.
:is
working'
with
the
.
e
oar
0
Qvernors
0
.
a~2nd
FLOOR
.
,.
pIOn Hall. "We say" thIS IS
Duplessie
0
4
0
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Tart, Testa, McDonald, L'Esperance for VP
Sztabo, Lapinski for Secretary of '66
Brian Tart
I feel that our freshman class
has the potential and talent to
become one of the greatest classes to graduate from Fairfield.
The most necessary thing for
success of any class is organization. We had an excellent exam.
•.
pIe of this during O nentavlOn
Week, when the Junior class
made our week very successful.
'They had organization among
the leaders and among t h e members of the committee. Their
class was united in spirit and
'-~perseverance and the result was
perfection.
I think we should follow in
the same path as the Junior
Class. I, if elected, will try to
follow this organizing spirit in
our sponsorship of mixers, assemblies and sporting events.
Although a class may be loaded with potential it is up to every student along with their
elected officers to bring it out to
its fullest heights. If I am elected I will ,try with your help to
bring the potential of our class
to its height.
I will be always ready to listen
to any objections or ideas you
wish to bring forth for the benefit of t h e cIass. I am sure, if
elected, that I can make our
class of 1966 one that Fairfield
,can be truly proud of. You will
not be disappointed.

~

Yin Testa
"A vice""President doesn't have
to do anY'thing." "Vice-president
is a snap job." This may be the
image held by many through
past experience. However this
doesn~t have to be true.
I would sincerely
. .appreciate
th
the opportumty to raIse e position of Vice-lI>resident to one
which has the respect and
T
esteem of the entire class. 0
do this a V.P. has to work work for the class. By working,
I don't mean just run~ing the
council meetings when the
President can't be there. I mean
hand-in-hand with the President in forming committees and
following up class suggestions.
Wtth your support I would
like to help make the Class '66
the most outstanding in Fairfield
history. We have the potential.
Now the task is to find the
leaders who will give the direction to' the Freshman class.
They' must look to the future
with boldness and reality. They
mus,t stand prepared to accept
the challenge that will be placed
before them.
Jim McDonald
My name is Jim McDonald.
I am running for the office of
Vice President of the Class of
1966. I believe that by electing

high school varsity tennis team.
Peter Sztaba
If elected, I promise, on my
My aim in running for the
office of secretary of the class honor, to fulfill all the duties of
an officer of the class of 1966,
of 1966 is to gIve the student and to live up to the expedabody a greater voice in student tions and trust placed in an offiactivities, both academic and cer elected by the class of 196:6.
extra-curricular. If elected, I
will fulfill this aim by making
Charles Lapinski
myself available at all times to
the student body for suggestions
The Secretary of the class is
and criticisms. All reasonable not just a person that takes
suggestions and critIcisms will minutes of Council meetings or
be brought to the attention of one who is a figure head. He is
the other officers and t~e student your reperseniative to the Stucouncil.
dent Council. He is your voice,
I feel that, with the following having a knowledge of what is
list of qualifications and experi- needed and wanted by the class
ence with youth activities, I can he represents.
and will be a capable and worIf elected, I 'would like to see
thy officer of the class of 1966.
&irfield expand its intercollegiAt the present time I am or
have been: President of the ate sports program. These Pl'OYin l'Esperance
New Britain, Conn. Deanery ,grams are needed in the school,
,Vin l'Esperance has the quali- Council CYO; member of the not only as advertisement, but
fications qf a Vice President and Archdiocesan Council of Catho- more important - to achieve a
more. He is a leader, as was lic Youth, and chairman of its greater stude'nt participation
shown during Orientation Week. recreation committee; delegate and interest in school aotivities,
, In the short time I've knoWn to the National Council of Cath- especially since this interes,t has
him he has displayed the im- olic Youth convention in Buffalo, been expressed by the SJ1:udents
pressive ability of gaining the November, 1961; delegate to the themselves. To help achieve
confidence of his friends and as- New England Council of Catho- this and other aims, I would
sociates. He is a very hard work- lic Youth convention in Provid- like to see the cl'ass of "66" in
er.
ence, June, 1962; member of the one body working together Besides these qualifications he New Britain Community Chest not split between on-campus
has the important desire to Youth Council; photography and off-campus students. The
make the class of '66 a spirited editor of high school newspaper; experience'of living on another
and loyal body the rest of Fair- recipient of the National Merit campus for two years has given
Scholarship Committee Letter of me several ideas that could be
field can be proud of.
Commendation; and member of applied to Fairfield. I intend to
By TOM SCHtTSTER
spread the jobs of committees
,and class functions among the
on-campus and off-campus students to synthesize ideas and
to get the job well done.
I also feel that there should
be a greater number of social
events or mixers, or events
services to businesses. Later, he handled an assignment
where participation is not rethat taught him what he needed to know about comstricted to clubs or particular
puters. This led to his most recent promotion.
classes.
Alan Dann and other young men like him in' Bell
Another important objective
is to make our class officers
Telephone Companies throughout the country help
mean something to our Student
bring the finest communications service in the world to
Council. Too often it has been
the homes and businesses of a growing America.
said that" they are a rubber
stamp of the Student Council
with virtually no power and no
meaningful voice. We should
BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
show that we have an ag,gressive
interest in campus affairs and
are functionaries of all the'students we represent.
There are but a few of my
objectives for our class. With
your votes, and your vote of
confidence, I am sure these can
be accomplished.

me you will assure yourselves
of dependable and efficient student government. If elected I
will use my influence in the student council to have it review
any and all suggestions and complaints submitted. by Freshmen.
I propose a greater unifica',tl·on of the Freshman class by
means of social events limited
strictly to Freshmen, priced
w·I·thm· reasonable f 1· nan c 1· a I
means. I thI·'nk the Class of '66
needs events to give the class
a 'greater feeling of unity and
pur p 0 s e . Traditionally, the
Freshman class is a class in name
only. I think that the largest
Freshman class in the history
of Fairfield U. should be more
than just a name!

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: ALAN DANN
"My machine wants to talk to yours" is a familiar line
to Alan Dann (A.B., 1955). Alan is a Staff Assistant
for Data Communications Sales in Southerl) New
England Telephone Company's New Haven Office.
Alan came to his new promotion well prepared. He
began his three years with the company as a Commercial Representative recommending communications

PRESIDENTS
ICont. from Page 7. Col. 5)
individuals and as a whole will
benefit.
You have heard me speak to
you about the Fairfield calendar
and the fact that there are few
open dates left on it that will
fill the bill' of the Freshman
Class. This, however, is not an
impossible situation. For my part
I should like to propose a few
of the activities that my administration would pring about:
1. The Club 200 - this group
is yours simply by being at the
Stag games. We sit together,
cheer together, from the start
of out own Frosh game to the
final buzzer of the Varsity.
2. A dance - as full as the
calendar is we are planning a:
dance that would only cost a
single dollar. You dance -to your
favorite songs because there
will be a jukebox to choose
them from!
3. Stag Night - , meet your
friends. Play poker for basketballs or theatre tickets. Hot
dogs, hamburgers, soda at oldfahsioned prices.
'These are only three of the
planned activities this class
could have this year. We have
many dther things to offer you.
Remember, however, that we
cannot expect to have a good
class, much less the best class,
unless we bring forth all our
ideas to the four class officers,
whoever they will be. A vote
for JIM CAHILL is a vote for,
SPIRIT and UNITY.

I
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ETS EXA'MS
(Cont. from Page 3, Col. 5)

containing an application and Service not later than January tive group. Pressure for news
describing registration proced- 18, 1963.
from them and publication of

strate mastery of subject mattel' to be taught. The college
which a candidate is attending.,
or the school system in which

,ures, may be obtained from college officials, school superinWEEKLY
tendents, or directly from the
(Cont. from Page 3, Col. 4)
·
I ThE
. t'
N a t lOna
eac er x'amma IOns,
Educational Testing Service, of the pressure of weekly deadhe is seeking employment, will Princeton, New Jersey. Com- lines. As for the academic presadvise him whether he should
b h
.
ff
pleted applications, accompan- sures,
ot editOrIal sta s at
take the National Teacher Ex- ied by proper examination fees, Holy Cr?ss and ~oston College
aminations and which of the wI'11 be. accept'ed by E'du·catl'onal w.ere domg,well.
~~i~onal Examinations to se- Testing Service from November CItes Paper s Role as a Leader
1, 1962, but in any case must be
"Weekly issues may serve as
A Bulletin of Information, received at Educational Testing a spark to the intermittentlyac-

mediocre meetings' news might
be one important influence to
force better work and results.
This is hypothesis and I have
personally reques'ted anyone
with an opi'nion about the possible change-over to express it.
The Editors have been urged to
seek out student comment and
evaluate it with their own facts.
I'm sure that we'll make the
best decision if everyone interested gives us his ideas."

Fairfield Laundromat
CLOTHES
WASHED -DRIED
AND FOLDED
REA~ONABLE

1227 Post Road

RATES
Fairfield

Opp. Post OHice

I•

~l

America's hottest new
sports convertible!
• • =-;, E.1~b·.~~>1

50

bM
flashing new '63 Pontiac Tempest Le Mans convertibles are up for grabs! They';re easy to wIn and it's lots of fun!
The big sweepstakes is starting now ... keeps going and growing
through the school year. There'll be drawings for 5, 10, then 15 and
finally 20 new Tempest convertibles - four exciting lapS-50 cars in
all! Enter often. .. no limit on the number of entries per person!
You can winl 50

Enter nowl

Here's all you do:

1. Pick up a free official L&M GR~ND PRIX 50 entry blank. Look for them
where cigarettes are sold-on and aljlOut campus. Fill it in.
2. Detach your serialized L&M GRAND PRIX 50 LICENSE PLATE from your
erttry blank. Save it! Tear off the bottom panels from 5 packs of L&M
KING, L&M Box, CHESTERFIELD KING or CHESTERFIELD REGULAR. Menthol smokers can enter with OASIS. 5 panels, or acceptable substitutes (see
entry blank), must accompany each entry. Each entry 'must be mailed
separately.

3-speed floor shift, bucket seats,
deluxe trim and special decor, radio and heater, deluxe wheel discs,
windshield washers and white sidewall tires; with delivery, sales tax
and registration all pre-paid! And, choice of body, trim and top
colors as well as choice of differential gear ratios!
Important: As your entries are received they become eligible for,all
subsequent drawings. So enter often and enter early - before the
drawing for the first five Tempests (right after Thanksgiving). Entries received by Thanksgiving weekend will be eligible in drawings
for all 50 Tempests!
Remember: The more entries you submit, the more chances you
have to win!
Winners' Tempests will include:

3. Mail us the panels and your serialized entry blank ... it matches your
license plate. Your serial number may be one of the 50 that wins a '63
Tempest convertible!

EXCLUSIVE FOR THE .GIRLS'l
If you win, you may choose instead
of the Tempest a thrilling expensepaid 2-week Holiday in Europe':'" for
Two! Plus $500 in cash!'
FILTERS
lIGGnr & MY£RS 'I'

'

Get with the winners. . •
far ahead in smoking satisfaction!
OBACCOCO.

.

'

See the Pontiac Tempest at your nearby Pontiac Dealer'

1

1
I
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Mr. Petry On Council
(Coni. from Page 5, CoL 3)
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S.C 'President, 'Gerald McCarthy
Chosen As This Issue's Campus Personality

(e.g., an Yves Congar, or a Tiel- ing herself up to date where
hard de Chardin).
required, and by the wise orNeeded Recognitions
ganization of mutual co-operaBy HARRY RlSSETTO
Until the Church attempts in tion, the Church will make
Student Council President,
the twentieth century what men, families and peoples
Thomas did in the thirteenth, really turn their minds to Gerry McCarthy is this issue's
until the Church Christianizes heavenly things ... In order, Campus Personality. Gerry lives
the wisdom of the new 'pagan- however, that Catholic doc- in West Hartford, Conn. and at. ism' as it did the 010., until it trine influence the numerous tended Loomis Institute in
effectively incorporates the in- fields of human activity, with . Windsor. A senior math major
dividual layman into its official reference to individuals, to at Fairfield, he hopes to do gradliturgical and administrative families and to social life, it is uate work in Math' and attain
life, until it recognizes that necessary first of all that the his Masters degree in that field.
medieval simplicity and clerical- Church should never depart His goal is a position in the
ism are dead, the Church can from the sacre.l patrim~my of industrial management fie 1 d
expect to make few real gains. truth received 'rom the fath- where he feels' his mathematics
The irony of the situation is ers. But at the same time she background will be an asset.
that contemporary man' recog- must ever look to the present, Gerry, a leader in Student activnizes his need of a cosmology .to new conditions and' new ities, is a member of The Cardfor he is aware that he inad-- forms of life introduced into inal Key Society, The Student
vertantly, willy-nilly, has de- the modern world, which. Council, Alpha Sigma. Nu, The
stroyed the old values and have opened new avenues to Glee Club, The Bensonians, The
standards, the traditional "public the Catholic apostolate. For Campus Minstrals, and the Winphilosophy." Christianity con-· this reason the church has not ter Carnival Committee.
stitutes the basic stuff out of been present inertly at the
In our effort to get to ~now
which this cosmology could be marvelous progress of the dis- lofr. McCarthy we questioned
stated but the Church has guard- coveries of human genius . . . him about Fairfield UniYersity
ed its old formulation. The old The .Christian, Catholic and and the Student CouncU. We
cosmology cannot be re-formu- Apostolic spirit of the whole have printed a summary of this
lated nor will it be acceptable world expects a step forward interview, thinking it an effecwithout recognition- of the exist- toward a doctrinal penetration tive means of meeting this year's
ence and achievements of,' the and aJormation of consciences, Student CouncU President.
Freuds, Einsteins, Deweys and in faithful and perfect con- a. What is the function of the
Heideggers. Men such as these formity with the authentic
Student Council?
can no more be ignored than doctrine,
which,
however, A. The Stu:dent Council is the
'Plato and Aristotle c 0 u I d should be studied and ~x
organizational head of Cameighteen hundred years ago pounded through the methods
pus Activities. As the reprewhen a Christian cosmology was of research and through the
sentative body of the student
first formulated.
literary forms of' modern
organization it thereby fulUnprecedented Task
thought . . .
fills its definition as the interThus the twenty-first ecumenWill the Church respond and . mediary between the Student
ical council, Vatican II, faces a
Association and the Adminformidable task. It has no pre- enlarge? Unless its answers to
istration.
this
question
are
affirmative
it
cedents to guide it. For never
a.
What is the Student Council's
will
have
gathered
to
officially
before did the Church face a
greatest strength?
world so permeated with un- open the postcChristian age.
belief, reiativism, materialism
Coughlin, S.J., Dean of the Uniand radical individualism, all
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versity. The Glee Club will sing
advanced in the name of truth
(Cont. from Page 1,' CoL 5)
and humanity. There have alduring the Mass. Immediately
ways been some within the motels and restaurants shan be
following,
there will be a ComChurch, however, who have be- made available.
munion breakfast at which Fr.
come increasingly aware that
Beginning at 9:30, a dance
the Church must come to grips will be held at the Glorietta Coughlin wiII be the principal
with reality. The Council must Manor in Bridgeport, Conn. Here speaker. Commencing at 1:00,
the Drama Society will offer a
encourage and give expression
to this increasing ferment in a talent show will be presented repeat performance of the reduring
band
intermission,
with
cent Father's weekend success,
Catholicism which recognzes a
basic -truism: that the only thing entertainment coming exclu- The Rising of the Moon~ starwhich cannot he Christianized is sively from the ranks of the ring Jay LaCroix, '65, after
sin. With the aid of the Holy sophomore class.
which a brief concert by the
Spirit, the faithful must initiate
Sunday: At 10:00 o'clock, Bensonians, the campus quartet..
a vast program of re~statement Mass will be celebrated in Loy- will conclude the weekend's acand reform, renewal and mod- ola chapel by Rev. James tivities.
---------ernization. There is an expanse
far more vast to conquer than
that which seemed so huge in
the days of Paul and Trajan.
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But, paradoxically, the attitude
of this new world toward a renewed Christianity might well
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a.

Its ability to function on good<e:----------~-terms with the administration.
_

What is the Student Council's
greatest weakness?
~ The .!ack of funds. neede~ to
finance the COUIWll'S varIOUS
activities. With more money
the budgets of the various
activities could be increased
and the school's social program presented at a more
reasonable price.
How can the Student Council
be improved?
A. By' an activities fee and by
the proposed revision of the
S.C. constitution.
a. What is the most important
thing Fairfield has given you?
A. A broader education through
the participation in activities.
a. What is your greatest experience while at Fairfield?
A. Being taught by' Father Bonn.
a. What does the Honor Com.,mission intend to accomplish?
~ Improved discipline to prevent cheating. 'Suggestions
concerning the size of classes,
type of tests given, and the
number of proctors present.
Gerry, in summing up the interview told us that the Student
Council is off to a good start,
and with the continued support
of the student body and the continued zeal of the members this
could be one of the body's most
productive years; this will leave
to future classes a much stronger
arid efficient Student Council.'

a.

NTetc F
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ron
T 0 Inaugurate
Seminar Series
,

Dale McNulty, co-editor of New
Frontiers; has recently announced plans for a series of seminars
to be sponsored by the University's literary magazine. The
discussions will be entitled
"Identification and Criticism of
Ideas" and will incorporate faculty members of the English
Department and interested students.
Through these talks, New
Frontiers hopes to stimulate
ideas on all types of literature
and thus induce creative literary, work among members of
their organization. The main
purpose of these seminars, however, is to produce an increased
awareness in the field of literature by bringing thoughts and
various aspects of the subject.
Participation in the talks is
not restricted to members of
N~w .,. Frontiers, any interes,ted
students are welcome. Discus-'
sion is to be based on subject
matter of common interest to all
present. Moderators of the magazine, Rev. John L. Bonn, S.J.,
and Mr. Arthur R. Riel have
consented to be among the facuay participants in the series.
The staff hopes to have their
plans materialized during the
month of November.
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al council is in no position to do II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
more than give official approba- I:
hon, impulse and direction to a
task which, like Cluny in the
tenth century and all other reform movements, -must begin
from the ground up. The process
will be slow and it must be
prudent. But it must be officially
launched.' Vatican II will go
down as the greatest in Church
history if it recognizes the prob__ lem - and exhorts Christians to
• -commence work on it. John
'XXIII has already given some
indication of his awareness of
the situation in which the
Church finds itself in'statements
which he pronounced during
solemn ceremonies inaugurating
the Council:
. . . Illuminated by the light
of this Council, the Church,
we confidently trust, will become greater in spiritual riches, and, gaining the strength
of new energies therefrom,
she will look to the future
FAIRFIELD OFFICE
without fear. In fact, by bring~
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1050 East Main
Bridgeport
it's a snap . . . the neatest,
most comfortable tab-collar
you've ever worn . . . and
it's so easy.

VAN HEUSEN'S "417" OXFORDIAN SHIRTS
WITH THE NEW SNAP-TAS COLLAR

$5
Just snap . . . that's that!
Tab stays pat, lays flat! No
pain-in-the-neck collar pins or
buttons to bother with. And
the snap-piece is stain-proof,
of course. In white, blue,
linen or ivory oxford cloth.
Sizes 14V:z to 17, 3'2 to 35
sleeve lengths;

Skydel's men's furnishings, street floor
open Thursday and Friday till 9
always free parking

